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Porous 
Matrix 

Pore 
Volume 

Vp [a] 
(cm3/g) 

RH Matrix mass 
mp 

(mg) 

Water mass 
mw 

(mg) 

Filling fraction 
x  [b] 

(g/g) 

Filling fraction 
 [c] 

(g/cm3) 

MCM-41 0.893 75% 4.28 2.52 0.659 0.589 

100% 3.81 2.52 0.661 0.740 

A-PMO 0.890 75% 3.75 1.66 0.443 0.498 

100% 3.52 1.83 0.520 0.584 

BP-PMO 0.445 75% 5.27 1.11 0.211 0.474 

100% 3.61 0.94 0.260 0.584 

DVB-PMO 0.990 75% 1.13 0.47 0.420 0.424 

100% 1.64 1.31 0.807 0.99 
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ABSTRACT: We have investigated the dynamics of water confined in
mesostructured porous silicas (SBA-15, MCM-41) and four periodic
mesoporous organosilicas (PMOs) by dielectric relaxation spectroscopy.
The influence of water−surface interaction has been controlled by the
carefully designed surface chemistry of PMOs that involved organic bridges
connecting silica moieties with different repetition lengths, hydrophilicity, and
H-bonding capability. Relaxation processes attributed to the rotational
motions of nonfreezable water located in the vicinity of the pore surface
were studied in the temperature range from 140 to 225 K. Two distinct
situations were achieved depending on the hydration level: at low relative
humidity (33% RH), water formed a nonfreezable layer adsorbed on the pore
surface. At 75% RH, water formed an interfacial liquid layer sandwiched
between the pore surface and the ice crystallized in the pore center. In these two cases, the study revealed different water dynamics
and different dependence on the surface chemistry. We infer that these findings illustrate the respective importance of water−water
and water−surface interactions in determining the dynamics of the interfacial liquid-like water and the adsorbed water molecules as
well as the nature of the different H-bonding sites present on the pore surface.

1. INTRODUCTION

Water is undoubtedly one of the most important substances
due to its central role as a solvent in an extensive number of
natural and industrial processes. In most frequent situations,
water is found as spatially confined or in an interfacial state
rather than forming a bulk phase. This is the case for a number
of geological materials (zeolites, clays...) and related
applications for environmental remediation and wastewater
treatment.1 Confined water is also crucial in energy
technology, including proton−exchange membrane fuel
cells,2,3 and many other perspectives for water−energy
technologies that were opened by the emergence of nano-
fluidics.4 In biological systems as well, water molecules
interacting closely with the surface of biomolecules form a
hydration layer (0.4−0.8 nm)5 that differs from bulk water6

and can be considered as a confined phase.7 Water dynamics in
this layer is partly determined by the interactions between the
water and the functional groups of the macromolecule.6,8−10

From a fundamental point of view, confining water at the
nanoscale in prototypical porous solids has turned out to be
particularly adequate in order to better understand the unusual
behavior of interfacial water. For pore diameter d < 2.5 nm,11

crystallization of confined water is suppressed by inhibition of
the nucleation process,12,13 which was considered as an
opportunity to study anomalous physical properties of liquid
water in a wide temperature range.7,14 Among several types of

confinement, including clay,15 graphite oxide,16 zeolite,17 or
porous silica glasses,18,19 the mesostructured SBA-1520 and
MCM-4121 are particularly suited hosts due to their well-
defined porous geometry formed by ordered cylindrical
channels.22,23 Dynamics of confined supercooled water in
MCM-41 has been studied with various experimental
techniques such as dielectric relaxation spectroscopy
(DRS),21 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),24 and quasi-
elastic neutron scattering (QENS).25

The impact of the pore size, surface chemistry, or filling
fraction has been reviewed in the literature and remains a
matter of discussion.7,20 In the high-temperature region (ca.
above 240 K), the main structural relaxation α-process varies
markedly with the size of confinement. Notably, when
decreasing the pore diameter, the temperature dependence of
the relaxation time evolves from a non-Arrhenius toward a
more Arrhenius-like behavior.26 At lower temperature, a
crossover was detected at around 225 K from non-Arrhenius
behavior at high temperature to Arrhenius-like behavior at low
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temperature. This feature was detected for different confine-
ment sizes, also corresponding to circumstances where water
was present in different physical states, namely: (i) liquid water
coexisting with ice for SBA-15 (pore size 6 nm),20 (ii) liquid
with partial crystallization occurring in the crossover region for
MCM-41 (pore size from 2.4 to 3.6 nm),20,27−29 and (iii)
entirely nonfreezing liquid for pore size smaller than 2.4
nm.29−31 In the low-temperature regime, the reorientation
dynamics of water molecules hardly depends on the pore size,
suggesting that it reflects an intrinsic property of interfacial
water.7,20,28,32 This can be rationalized when noting that for
sufficiently large pores ice formation further restricts the
interfacial volume accessible to the liquid phase.26,27 In this
situation, the geometrical confinement is determined by the
thickness of the interfacial layer itself, and it is no longer
related to the pore size. Concerning the surface chemistry, 2H
NMR experiments revealed similar reorientation dynamics of
water molecules confined in modified and unmodified MCM-
41 (with equivalent pore size),26 which supports that it reflects
a universal character of the relaxation dynamics of water.
However, this observation was shown to depend strongly on
the degree of pore filling. For partially filled pores, the
reorientation dynamics of the adsorbed water layer is
significantly faster (three decades) than the interfacial water
when the pore center is entirely filled.27,29 This demonstrates
the critical importance of the nature of interfacial interactions
(water−vapor, water−water, and water pores), which are
promoted when considering partially or capillary filled
samples.7

The emerging question from all these results concerns the
influence of the surface chemistry of the pore on the dynamics
of surface water. In order to extend current knowledge, which
has so far been based on a few studies on grafted silicas, we are
contemplating new opportunities offered by the molecular-
scale imprint of the water−surface interaction. Periodic
mesoporous organosilicas (PMOs) are particularly well-suited,
though barely used in water studies so far. Their pore wall is
formed by a periodic repetition of inorganic and organic
bridging units, with tunable hydrophilicity and H-bonding
tendency.33 Unlike postsynthesis surface-grafted porous
silicas,34 PMOs allow a stoichiometric control of the
periodically alternating surface chemistry along the pore
channel (i.e., one organic bridge per silica inorganic unit).35

A multidimensional solid-state NMR study has shown that
the specific surface chemistry of PMOs caused different spatial
arrangements of the interfacial water.35 Strong correlations
between water and the surface of the pore were observed in the
vicinity of inorganic units that present H-bonding silanol
groups. This was also the case near hydrophilic organic bridges
when they comprise amino groups that act as alternative H-
bonding sites. On the contrary, a depression of the interfacial
layer of water around hydrophobic organic bridging units was
indicated by the absence of spatial correlation.35 Very recently,
QENS experiments were carried out to investigate the
dynamics of liquid water confined in PMOs, above the melting
point, in the relatively high-temperature range of 243−300 K.36

This study concluded on the spatial heterogeneity of the
translational dynamics across the pore diameter. Moderate
confinement effects on the translational dynamics were
observed for the fraction of most mobile molecules, which
were likely located in the pore center and thus were not
affected by the nature of the pore surface. However, the
interaction strength determined the longtime tail of the time
dependence of the translational dynamics, corresponding to
interfacial water molecules close to the surface wall.36

The above-mentioned observations made for water-filled
PMOs underline the interest in focusing on the dynamics of
only the few-molecule layers that interact with the pore surface
and also in extending the experimental dynamical range to a
longer time. In the present study, we have selected two
different experimental conditions that fulfill this requirement:
(i) by loading the pores at 33% RH below the capillary
condensation pressure to ensure that water is adsorbed on the
surface, leaving the pore center empty, and (ii) by decreasing
the temperature of saturated pores at 75% RH to allow
crystallization of the pore center. Indeed, in the latter case, it is
expected that an interfacial layer of liquid water remains, with a
thickness of about 0.6 nm,37 which is also comparable with the
hydration layer (0.4−0.8 nm).6 We have applied dielectric
relaxation spectroscopy, taking advantage of its higher
sensibility and wider accessible time scale (microsecond to
second), to study the low-temperature and longtime rotational
dynamics of interfacial or monolayer water molecules.

Figure 1. Sketch of the different mesoporous materials and confined conditions studied. Left panel: sample filled at 75% RH, interfacial liquid
coexists with ice. Middle panel: sample filled at 33% RH, water forms an adsorbed liquid layer. Right panel: different organic bridging units studied,
with the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions highlighted, respectively, by red and blue boxes.
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Samples and Methods. We used four different
periodic mesoporous organosilicas (PMOs) with different
organic bridging groups: divinylbenzene (DVB), divinylaniline
(DVA), benzene (B), and biphenyl (BP), with mean pore
diameter D in the range 3.5−4.1 nm. Comparing results
obtained with these PMOs allows studying both the effect of
hydrophobicity of the organic bridge (DVA-PMO vs DVB-
PMO) and repetition distances of silica/organic units along the
pore axis that is related to the length of the organic unit (B-
PMO vs BP-PMO), as illustrated in Figure 1. These materials
were complemented by purely siliceous matrices with
comparable mesoporous geometry (MCM-41, D = 3.65 nm)
or larger pore size (SBA-15, D = 8.3 nm). Further details
concerning the porous materials preparation and character-
ization are given in Section S1. The physical states of confined
water corresponding to the two different hydration levels
studied (75% and 33% RH) are also sketched in Figure 1.
Based on water sorption isotherms35 and previous DSC
studies36 (see also Section S2 for details on the hydration
method), the porosity is completely filled with water for the

larger RH value, while water is adsorbed at the pore surface,
leaving an empty pore center for the lower RH value.
The complex dielectric function ε*( f) = ε′( f) − iε″( f),

where f is the frequency of the applied oscillating electrical field
and ε′ and ε″ are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, is
measured from 1 to 106 Hz in the temperature range from 143
to 277 K for the different hydrated samples. Data acquisition
and fitting procedures are detailed in Section S3.

2.2. Capillary-Filled Porous Matrices at 75% RH. The
dielectric loss ε″(ω) of the different water-filled PMOs and
MCM-41 porous matrices is presented for a selection of four
temperatures in Figure 2. Isochronal representations of the
dielectric loss as a function of the temperature ε″(T) are
illustrated in Figures S1 and S2.
Two major processes were detected in these spectra, as

indicated by arrows in Figure 2. Moreover, three additional
components should be mentioned, attributed to dc con-
ductivity, fast local water relaxation, and Maxwell−Wagner−
Sillars polarization. The dc conductivity is visible in Figure 2 at
203 K in the range of frequency below 102 Hz. The fast local
water relaxation emerged as a weak signal on the high-
frequency side of the relaxation peak at the lowest temper-
atures (ca. below 155 K) as illustrated in Figure S3 for water-

Figure 2. Dielectric loss spectra ε″(ω) of water confined within the five matrices: MCM-41, DVA-PMO, B-PMO, BP-PMO, and DVB-PMO at
different temperatures. Loading was carried out at 75% RH, ensuring the full loading of nanochannels by capillary condensation. Ice and interfacial
processes are identified by arrows, and the low-frequency contribution is associated with MWS and/or conductivity.
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filled MCM-41 and discussed in ref 28. Due to its small
contribution to the dielectric function, over a limited
temperature range, we refrained from performing a fit of this
extra signal. Maxwell−Wagner−Sillars polarization appeared
on the lowest-frequency side of the spectra in the temperature
range 195−210 K and also in isochronal representations of the
dielectric loss (Figures S1 and S2). This process was already
observed in similar samples27,29 and related to the heteroge-
neous character of the porous media.38,39

The two major relaxation processes can be related to the
physical state of confined water. According to water
physisorption isotherms, the entire porosity was filled after
equilibrium with water vapor at 75% RH.35,40 Moreover, the
two relaxation processes entered the instrumental frequency
range (1−106 Hz) for temperatures ranging from 143 to 223
K. This is below the freezing point of water confined in these
matrices, that is, in the range 227−237 K according to
calorimetry.36 In MCM-41, it has been shown that an
interfacial layer of nonfreezable water coexists with ice
localized in the center of the pore.27,37 This situation is likely
to exist in PMOs too. Therefore, we attribute the two
relaxation processes seen in water-filled PMOs to ice and
interfacial water, in line with studies on porous silicas.20,29,32

The slow process is associated with ice and the faster one to
interfacial water. Further support to this interpretation is
provided by the present study from the effect of the pore size
on the relative dielectric strength of both processes. This point
is addressed in section S6 (cf. Figures S4 and S5), where water-
filled SBA-15 (D = 8.3 nm) and MCM-41 (D = 3.65 nm) are
compared.
A model implying two Havriliak−Negami functions (HN

functions) and dc conductivity was fitted to the data. Very
good fits were obtained for all the samples in the temperature
range 143−223 K, as shown in Figure S4 and Figure S6 for
MCM-41 and PMOs. The fitted HN parameters obtained are
summarized in Table 1.
The two HN exponents αHN and βHN did not vary

significantly with temperature and were thereafter considered
as temperature-independent fitting parameters. Moreover, for
the interfacial liquid water, they did not depend on the type of
porous material with αHN ≈ 0.5 and βHN ≈ 1. The most
noticeable feature concerns the value of the dielectric strength
of the interfacial water process relative to that of the ice
process Δε(interfacial)/Δε(ice). Its value presented a system-
atic dependence on the nature of the matrix. The value of
Δε(interfacial)/Δε(ice) averaged over the temperature range
173−203 K is illustrated in Figure 3. It was about 7 for MCM-
41, DVA-PMO, and B-PMO and reduced to, respectively, 4
and 3 for BP-PMO and DVB-PMO. For SBA-15, the value is

further decreased to 1.5, which may find a specific
interpretation related to the much smaller surface-to-volume
ratio of SBA-15 compared the other matrices. Notwithstanding
the fact that absolute values of the dielectric permittivity are
inaccessible due to the heterogeneous nature of the sample (cf.
discussion in section S6), the large variation of the relative
dielectric strength observed for PMOs suggests that the
amount of water involved in the interfacial layer may depend
not only on the pore size but also on the pore surface
chemistry and the resulting interaction with water.
Two parameters controlling the water−surface interaction

have been identified in previous studies of PMOs based on
water physisorption40 and multidimensional solid-state NMR
spectroscopy studies.35 The first is the length of the organic
bridges that act as spacers between H-bonding silica units, as
sketched in Figure 1. It was shown that decreasing the length
of hydrophobic bridging units, which was the case when
comparing divinylbenzene (DVB-PMO) and benzene (B-
PMO), results in a more hydrophilic material.40 The second
parameter is the intrinsic hydrophilicity of the bridging unit
and especially its capability to form H-bonds. In the present
study, this applies only for divinylaniline (DVA-PMO) that
comprises an H-bonding amino group. This makes it more
hydrophilic than divinylbenzene (DVB-PMO) and biphenyl
(BP-PMO) bridging units that have comparable size but no
polar group.35 Based on these two parameters, Mietner et al.
rationalized the relative hydrophilicity of a series of PMO
matrices as quantified by the relative amount of adsorbed water
below capillary condensation.42 Interestingly, the systematic
evolution of the ratio between the relative dielectric strengths
of the interfacial water and the ice relaxation processes shown
in Figure 3 follows a similar trend. It indicates that the fraction
of water involved in the nonfreezing interfacial layer is

Table 1. HN Parameters of the Two Processes Obtained from the Fit of the Loss Part of the Dielectric Function of Water-
Filled MCM-41 and PMOs (75% RH) Measured at T = 183 Ka

process HN parameter MCM-41 DVA-PMO B-PMO BP-PMO DVB-PMO

ice Δε 0.0634 0.095 0.072 0.172 0.205
αHN 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.6
βHN 1 1 1 1 1

interfacial Δε 0.438 0.636 0.5 0.742 0.501
αHN 0.5 0.53 0.51 0.5 0.46
βHN 1 1 1 1 1

Δε(interfacial)/Δε(ice) 6.9 6.7 6.9 4.3 2.4
aΔε is the dielectric strength, and αHN and βHN (0 < αHN; αHNβHN ≤ 1) are fractional parameters describing, respectively, the symmetric and
asymmetric broadening of the complex dielectric function and characterizing the relaxation heterogeneity.41

Figure 3. Δε(Interfacial)/Δε(ice) averaged over the temperature
range 173−203 K for water confined in matrices loaded at 75% RH.
Error bars illustrate the maximum temperature variations
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maximum for the more hydrophilic matrices (i.e., pure silica
and PMOs with a small hydrophobic bridging unit or long H-
bonding bridging unit) and gradually decreases with the PMO
hydrophilicity for large nonpolar bridging units.
We now discuss the temperature dependence of reorienta-

tional dynamics of water confined in the five matrices (75%
RH). The relaxation times assigned to the ice- and interfacial
water processes, as well as the Maxwell−Wagner process when
detected, are shown in Arrhenius representation in Figure 4.

The two relaxation processes were grouped in gray areas in the
relaxation map. For the two porous silicas (MCM-14 and SBA-
15) our data were found in quantitative agreement with results
from literature, as illustrated Figure S7.27

The dynamics of ice confined in MCM-41 and PMOs is only
2−3 orders of magnitude slower than the interfacial liquid in
the temperature range analyzed and faster than bulk ice. It is
worth mentioning that the nature of the confined ice
(hexagonal/cubic, stacking disordered) is still under ongoing
discussion.43 However, assuming that the dynamics of confined
ice involves mechanisms that are similar to the bulk (i.e.,
orientational or ionic defects),44 its higher mobility is likely
attributable to significant structural distortion. Also, there is a
large dispersion among the relaxation times of the ice process
in the different matrices. This is probably due to different levels
of disorder in the ice. However, the relaxation times all
retained an Arrhenius-like temperature dependence with a
comparable activation energy Ea which was in the range from
40 to 42 kJ mol−1 (±4 kJ mol−1 for DVA-PMO and ±0.5 kJ
mol−1 for the other systems), suggesting that the underlying
dynamic process in confined ice is barely affected by the nature
of the matrix.
The second relaxation process, attributed to the reorienta-

tional dynamics of the interfacial water, was also found to be
similar for the different confining matrices. It does not follow a
unique Arrhenius dependence in the entire temperature range
but displays a cusp around 180 K. For MCM-41, this
observation has been discussed in terms of a crossover from
an α-like relaxation above 180 K to a β-like process below 180

K, although this issue is still a matter of active debate that goes
beyond the scope of the present study.7,14 However, we have
adhered to the commonly held idea that the strictly Arrhenius
behavior of deeply undercooled water is rather a characteristic
feature of the lowest-temperature region (i.e., below the
crossover at 180 K). It was conjectured by Cerveny et al.15 that
this revealed the universal nature of the low-temperature
dynamics of confined water. Therefore, Arrhenius fits of the
data were carried out in the temperature region below the
crossover at about 180 K, and the obtained parameters are
presented in Table 2.

The values of pre-exponential factor τ∞ are very small
(10−18−10−22 s) compared to the expected relaxation times
that describe the high-temperature limits of local orientation
fluctuations in the liquid state (approximatively 10−13−10−14
s).45 The similar observations of unphysical values of the pre-
exponential factor τ∞ of the dielectric relaxation of confined
water have been reported by different groups.27,29 This
indicates that the molecular origin of the relaxation process
attributed to the interfacial water might change at higher
temperature. This phenomenon has been shown for water-
filled MCM-41, which presents a crossover at 225 K as
illustrated in Figure S7.27

Despite large variations in the pre-exponential factor, the
values of the activation energy remained comparable, in the
range from 50 to 53 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1 for all five samples. This
indicates that the surface chemistry has no significant influence
on the relaxation process of the interfacial layer. This
important finding extends previous conclusions made from
2H STE NMR experiments on water confined in surface-
modified MCM-41.26 More generally, this supports a number
of studies relating to confined water in different pore sizes29,31

and to water mixtures.46,47 Despite very different conditions,
they all converge to the existence of the same relaxation
process that appears for temperatures below a dynamical
crossover located at around 180 K. As such, this relaxation
process could be indicative of the universal character of the
corresponding dynamics of water.46

In light of this interpretation, one may conclude that the
dynamics of water in the liquid interfacial region is governed
by water−water interactions and is less sensitive to water−pore
surface interactions. In fact, the value of the activation energy
corresponds to the energy required for breaking at least two
hydrogen bonds.26 In the interfacial phase, a water molecule
can interact with either another interfacial water molecule or
with a water molecule from the ice phase. In this case, the
water−pore surface interaction seems to play a secondary role,
as demonstrated by the negligible influence of the matrix
surface chemistry.
Different observations were made in a recent NMR study of

D2O confined in SBA-15 comprising surfaces functionalized

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of relaxation times of the MWS-,
ice- and interfacial-processes of water confined into the five matrices:
MCM-41, DVA, B, BP and DVB. Loading was carried out at 75% RH,
ensuring the complete filling of nanochannels by capillary
condensation. Unless specified, errors bars are smaller than the
symbol size.

Table 2. Arrhenius Parameters of the Interfacial Water
Relaxation Time Obtained by Fitting the Temperature
Region below 180 K

porous matrix label τ∞ (s) Ea (kJ mol−1)

MCM-41 ∼10−22 50 ± 0.5
DVA-PMO ∼10−18 50 ± 0.5
B-PMO ∼10−19 51 ± 0.5
BP-PMO ∼10−20 51 ± 0.5
DVB-PMO ∼10−19 53 ± 0.5
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with different amino acids.48 The value of the correlation times
for the reorientation dynamics was found to increase
systematically with the acidic character of the residue, while,
as in the present study, the corresponding activation energies
barely changed. It should be stressed that the study was
performed in the temperature range above 200 K, i.e., above
the crossover usually seen in confined water.28 Also, the surface
treatment was achieved by chemical grafting of relatively long
chains inducing softness in the confining medium, while the
organic bridging units of PMOs are incorporated into the
matrix walls. From the valuable comparison of both works, it
emerges that the degree of coupling between the dynamics of
interfacial water and the pore surface must depend on several
parameters, in particular the softness of the confinement, the
flexibility, polarity, and ionic charge of the surface functional
groups, and the temperature range. A different situation is also
expected when water forms an adsorbed monolayer.
2.3. Adsorbed Water on the Pore Surface of PMOs

(33% RH). The dynamics of water adsorbed on the surface of
MCM-41 and PMOs was studied for samples loaded at a
reduced relative pressure (33% RH). According to the water
physisorption isotherms,35,40 this condition ensures being
situated before the capillary condensation filling. Thus, only

a layer of adsorbed water can be formed on the pore wall,
leaving the pore center empty.
The dielectric loss ε″(ω) of water adsorbed at 33% RH on

the surface of the different matrices is illustrated in Figure 5 for
a selection of four temperatures. Isochronal representations of
ε″(T) are also presented in Figure S8. Compared to the
completely filled matrices, the low-frequency dc conductivity
was reduced, which is easily conceivable due to the restricted
translation mobility of adsorbed molecules. A low-frequency
process attributed to Maxwell−Wagner polarization was also
observed. Most importantly, water-filled DVA-PMO addition-
ally exhibited two relaxation processes, while only one
relaxation process was observed for all the other systems.
The corresponding dielectric losses were fitted by, respectively,
two and one HN functions (cf. Figure S9). It is worth noting
that the shape parameters αHN and βHN are smaller for the
partially filled matrices compared to the completely filled
matrices (Figure S6 and Table 1). It can be related to broader
distribution relaxation times, arising from dynamic inhomoge-
neity and different environments.49 The reduced value of βHN
for the partially filled samples (except DVA) could also
indicate the emergence of a secondary high-frequency process.
However, this hypothesis is not confirmed by masterplot
curves (Figure S10) that are rather consistent with the

Figure 5. Dielectric loss spectra ε″(ω) of water confined within the five matrices: MCM-41, DVA-PMO, B-PMO, BP-PMO, and DVB-PMO at
different temperatures. Loading was carried out at 33% RH, below the capillarity condensation, resulting in a monolayer of water at the inner
surface and empty center. MWS and monolayer processes are identified by arrows.
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presence of only one relaxation process. The resulting
relaxation times are shown in Figure 6. As shown in Figure
S11, the present results fully agree with previous findings for
partially water-filled silica pores.27,29

We first discuss the systems showing a single relaxation
mode, i.e., MCM-41, B-PMO, BP-PMO, and DVB-PMO. The
relaxation mode of each system appeared on a comparable
time scale and exhibited a qualitatively similar temperature
dependence. This suggests that they have a common origin.
This unique relaxation process is consistent with the presence
of a single phase formed by the surface layer adsorbed at the
pore wall.29 In line with the nomenclature often used in the
literature,27,29 the process arising from the adsorbed surface
layer is later designated as the monolayer process. This does
not imply that the microscopic picture of water forming a
single molecular layer that uniformly covers the pore surface is
strictly valid. Indeed, the existence of water clusters on the
silica surface cannot be ruled out, a situation which would also
be likely for PMOs due to the modulated surface chemistry.
Interestingly, this monolayer process cannot be confused

with the interfacial water process seen in the samples loaded at
75% RH. First, it is about 2−3 decades faster than the
interfacial water process, as also illustrated in Figure S10.27,29

Moreover, the relaxation time of the monolayer processes
presents an Arrhenian temperature dependence in the entire
temperature range analyzed. The Arrhenius fitting parameters
are summarized in Table 3. Importantly, this analysis reveals
that the nature of the water−surface interactions, which is
controlled by the pore chemistry of PMOs, differently affects
the monolayer and interfacial water processes. Indeed, the
activation energy is reduced to values in the range from 33 to
35 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1 for PMOs compared to 40 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1

for MCM-41.
We infer that the activation energy reflects the different

environments around the adsorption sites found in MCM-41
and PMOs. Due to their polarity and their ability to form H-
bonds, silanols are the preferential adsorption sites for water

molecules. This was confirmed by quantum mechanical
calculations for a model silica surface by Saengsawang et
al.50 Among different possible configurations, this study has
shown that the strongest binding energy was achieved for
clusters formed by a water interacting with two silanols. This
configuration is also likely to occur on the pore surface of
MCM-41 silica matrices. However, it must be rarer for PMOs
due to the larger average distance between silanols. More
precisely, considering that the organic and silica bridging units
are alternately occupying periodic positions along the pore z-
axis, it might still be possible for a water molecule to be
bounded to two silanols that occupy radially adjacent
positions.
However, this is impossible for two axially adjacent silanols

because they are spatially separated by an organic bridging
unit. Indeed, we recall that the repetition distance of silica units
along the z-axis (cf. Figure 1) is Δz = 0.76 nm for B-PMO and
Δz = 1.2 nm for BP-PMO and DVB-PMO, which exceeds the
size of a single water molecule. In PMOs, a single water bound
to silanol is still possible but energetically weaker,50 which we
designate as the possible origin of the smaller activation energy
for the dipolar relaxation mode. This interpretation also
rationalizes the fact that, despite a different repetition distance,
a similar relaxation process was observed for the three PMOs.
We finally consider the specific case of water adsorbed in

DVA-PMO, which presented two distinct relaxation processes.
It is obvious from Figure 6 that the time scale of the fastest
process agrees well with that of the single relaxation process
discussed above for the three other PMOs. This is also true for
the value of the activation energy, which equals 33 kJ mol−1.
We therefore attribute this process to the rotational motion of
the water molecules adsorbed on the silanols of the silica unit.
The activation energy of the second relaxation process (57 kJ
mol−1) is almost twice as large as the first one and also larger
than the monolayer process for MCM-41.
It is worth noting that the coexistence of two relaxation

peaks was also reported in a previous study for MCM-41 with
comparable pore size (D = 3.6 nm).27 This situation was
obtained for intermediate levels of hydration, and the two
relaxation processes were attributed to a coexisting adsorbed
water monolayer and capillary condensed water. In this study,
the samples were hydrated by exposing them to 100% RH, but
the hydration step was limited to a water load below complete
filling. The level of hydration H was expressed in terms of
water mass uptake per mass of dry sample, which should not be
confused with RH. Only a monolayer relaxation was observed
at the hydration level (H = 8%), while the second relaxation
emerged at H = 15%. Although the hydration method used in
that study complicates the estimation of the actual RH, it is
very likely that the hydration level (H = 15%), where two

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of relaxation times of water
adsorbed on the pore surface of the five matrices: MCM-41, DVB-
PMO, BP-PMO, B-PMO, and DVA-PMO. Loading was carried out at
33% RH, below the capillarity condensation, resulting in a monolayer
of water at the inner surface and empty center. Unless specified, errors
bars are smaller than the symbol size.

Table 3. Arrhenius Parameters of Monolayer Processes for
Confined Water in the Five Matrices at 33% RH

porous matrix label τ∞ (s) Ea (kJ mol−1)

MCM-41 ∼10−18 40 ± 0.5
DVA-PMOa ∼10−23 57 ± 0.5
DVA-PMOb ∼10−16 33 ± 0.5
B-PMO ∼10−16 33 ± 0.5
BP-PMO ∼10−16 35 ± 0.5
DVB-PMO ∼10−15 34 ± 0.5

aProcess related to water interacting with the amine groups. bProcess
related to water interacting with the silanol groups.
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relaxation processes were reported for MCM-41, was indeed
located within the hysteresis loop of the capillary condensa-
tion. This could explain the coexistence of capillary filled pores
with other pore surfaces only covered with a monolayer.
In the present study, the two values of the relative humidity

(33% and 75% RH) were selected to be properly situated
outside the hysteresis loop of the capillary condensation, that is
to say, in two regions of the water adsorption isotherm where
both the adsorption and desorption branches were super-
imposed. This excludes the possible coexistence of unfilled and
capillary filled regions and also the hypothetical formation of
metastable states. In fact, based on the water physisorption
isotherms of PMOs (cf. Supporting Information in ref 35), we
could estimate that the hydration level for DVA-PMO (33%
RH) was H = 7%, which is comparable to H = 8% in the
above-mentioned study, where only a single monolayer process
was observed for MCM-41.27

Therefore, the case of DVA-PMO requires another
interpretation. In order to attribute this additional process,
two useful remarks can be done: (i) compared to the other
PMOs, and especially DVB-PMO, the only specificity of DVA-
PMO arises from the presence of an amine H-bonding group,
and (ii) the activation energy of this second process is
approaching the value obtained for the interfacial water in the
case of capillary filled samples (i.e., 75% RH). According to (i),
it seems natural to associate this process to the presence of a
secondary adsorption site located on the bridging unit. In fact,
the existence of two different adsorption sites in DVA-PMO
has been demonstrated for capillary filled samples by 2D
1H−29Si and 1H−13C HETCOR NMR.35 In these experiments,
two sets of NMR cross peaks revealed that water closely
interacted with the organic unit and with the silica part of the
pore surface of DVA-PMO. In contrast, for a non-H-bonded
organic bridging unit, i.e., BP-PMO, the cross peaks were
restricted to water−silica interactions. This supports the
hypothesis that the second relaxation process actually arises
from water molecules interacting with the amine sites.
Although interesting, this picture alone does not provide a
clear explanation for the large value of the activation energy
(ii). In fact, nitrogen being less electronegative than oxygen,
the strength of the H-bond associated with this second
adsorption site is expectedly weaker than that associated with
silanol. In our opinion, the most sensible interpretation not
only involves an individual adsorbed molecule but also requires
the formation of clusters of water molecules on the pore
surface before capillary condensation. This phenomenon can
obviously be favored by the spatial modulation of the surface
interaction, induced by the specific surface chemistry of PMO.
The higher conformational flexibility of the organic bridging
units with respect to surface silanols may also confer a
stabilizing effect on the H-bonding amino groups of the DVA
moieties. In contrast to the adsorbed monolayer, water clusters
involve both water−surface and water−water interactions,
which are consistent with the larger value of the activation
energy of the corresponding relaxation process.

3. CONCLUSIONS
We performed a systematic DRS study on the reorientation
dynamics of water confined in mesoporous silica with different
pore diameters (SBA-15, MCM-41) and four organosilicas
(PMOs) with different surface chemistries and surface
interactions. Two values of the filling fractions were achieved
by controlling the value of the relative humidity maintained

during the hydration process. The first condition (75% RH)
stands above the completion of the capillary condensation,
which ensures a full loading of the porous volume with water
and no bulk excess. The second (33% RH) is located below the
onset of capillary condensation, which implies that water
molecules are adsorbed on the inner surface of the channels,
leaving the center of the pores empty.
For completely filled pores, partial crystallization occurred in

the temperature range studied. Two relaxation processes were
attributed, respectively, to ice and to unfreezable interfacial
water that is sandwiched between the pore surface and the
surface of distorted ice, in line with previous findings.20,27−29

Geometrical considerations based on the relative variation of
the dielectric strength of these modes as a function of the pore
size of the two silicas (D = 8.3 and 3.6 nm) were found to be
consistent with the estimated thickness of the interfacial layer
(e ≈ 0.6 nm). This value corresponding to about two
molecular sizes agrees with the thickness derived from
thermoporometric studies.37

For capillary filled PMOs (75% RH) with comparable pore
sizes but different surface chemistry, a systematic evolution of
the dielectric strength of the interfacial layer relative to ice was
observed. A simplified description, based on the ratio of the
relative dielectric strengths of the two relaxation processes,
indicated a correlation between the amount of water involved
in the interfacial layer and the chemistry of the pore surface. As
a general trend, the contribution from the interfacial layer was
found to decrease with increasing surface hydrophobicity.
Nevertheless, no significant influence of the surface chemistry
was found on the water reorientation dynamics in the
interfacial layer, in terms of relaxation time and activation
energy. This indicates that the dynamics of water molecules
forming the interfacial layer between ice and the pore surface is
governed by water−water interactions and that the surface
chemistry plays a secondary role.
This finding contrasts with the case of water molecules

adsorbed on the pore surface at low partial pressure (33%
RH). In this case, depending on the surface chemistry, we have
identified three distinct situations. (i) For MCM-41, a single
Arrhenius-like relaxation process was observed. The value of its
relative dielectric strength was about half that of the interfacial
process measured at full loading, which is consistent with the
formation of an adsorbed monolayer. Its faster dynamics and
its smaller activation energy (40 kJ mol−1) further demonstrate
that the nature of the monolayer is obviously different from the
interfacial water discussed above. In MCM-41, rather than
water−water interaction, the rotational dynamics of monolayer
molecules is determined by the H-bond interaction with the
surface silanols. (ii) For PMOs, a similar relaxation process was
also observed, but its activation energy was reduced to 33−35
kJ mol−1 compared to 40 kJ mol−1 for MCM-41. While H-
bonding silanols are still present on the surface of PMOs, they
are distributed periodically along the pore axis. We have shown
that the repetition distance, determined by the length of the
organic bridging unit, hinders the formation of multiple H-
bonds with adsorbed water molecules. As a result, we infer that
the smaller energy required to break the water−surface binding
interaction consequently reduces the activation energy of the
rotational dynamics of adsorbed water. (iii) For DVA-PMO, an
additional relaxation process with Arrhenius-like temperature
dependence was observed. It was attributed to the specific
capability of DVA to act as a second H-bonding adsorption site
for surface water molecules, due to the presence of an amine
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group. The relatively large value of the activation energy (57 kJ
mol−1) of this second process points to the formation of
clusters of H-bonded water molecules in the vicinity of the
DVA units. The stabilization of water clusters could benefit
from the higher conformational flexibility of DVA organics
with respect to silanols. At present, this interpretation still
needs to be supported by additional sets of data and would
greatly profit from a microscopic picture as offered by
molecular simulation. Interestingly, this picture definitively
contrasts with the simplified view of adsorbed water molecules,
forming a uniformly distributed monolayer on the pore surface,
which was suggested for MCM-41.
This highlights the new possibility of controlling the

properties of confined liquids thanks to the spatial modulation
of the surface interaction, induced by the specific surface
chemistry of PMOs, with regard to both the equilibrium and
nonequilibrium transport behavior.51 In particular, the
exploration of capillarity-driven flow phenomena,52,53 where
the surface modulation affects the resulting Laplace pressures
and effective viscosities and thus hydraulic permeabilities,
could be rewarding in the future.
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ABSTRACT: We have performed small-angle neutron scattering in a momentum transfer
range (0.05 < Q < 0.5 Å−1) to study long-range order and concentration fluctuations in deep
eutectic solvents (DESs) and their aqueous solutions. Ethaline (choline chloride/ethylene
glycol), glycerol/lactic acid, and menthol/decanoic acid mixtures were selected to illustrate
individually the case of ionic, nonionic, and hydrophobic mixtures. Carefully designed isotopic
labeling was used to emphasize selectively the spatial correlations between the different solvent
components. For ethaline DESs and their aqueous solutions, a weak low-Q peak observed only
for certain compositions and some partial structure factors revealed the mesoscopic
segregation of ethylene glycol molecules that do not participate in the solvation of ionic
units, either because they are in excess with respect to the eutectic stoichiometry (1:4 neat
ethaline) or substituted by water (4w-ethaline and higher aqueous dilutions). For the nonionic
hydrophilic solutions, such a mesoscopic segregation was not observed. This indicates that the
better balanced interactions between the three nonionic H-bonded components (water, lactic
acid, and glycerol) favor homogeneous mixing. For the hydrophobic DESs, we observed an
excess of coherent scattering intensity centered at Q = 0, which could be reproduced by a model of noninteracting spherical domains.
Local concentration fluctuations are not excluded either. However, unlike liquid mixtures with a tendency to demix, we have found
no evidence of expansion of domains with different compositions to a large scale.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since their recent introduction as a promising alternative to
classical solvents, the interest in deep eutectic solvents (DESs)
has increased continuously.1,2 They are considered as more
affordable and usually less toxic variants of the room-
temperature ionic liquids. In the meantime, they retain most
of the advantages of their ionic counterparts, including low
volatility and high solvating and extracting properties. The
performances of DESs have been considered for practical
applications in a growing number of industrial processes,
including extraction, (bio)synthesis, catalysis, electrochemistry,
and carbon dioxide capture.3−5

According to their initial description, DESs are formed by
the mixing of an H-bond donor (HBD) with an H-bond
acceptor (HBA) or with a molecular ionic species (such as a
quaternary ammonium). The existence of an eutectic point in
the phase diagram of the as-formed binary mixture induces a
large depression of its melting point.6,7 This forms a phase that
remains in the liquid state below room temperature even
though its constituents melt at a much higher temperature. It is
also expected that the strong ionic and H-bonding interactions
favor specific spatial correlations between the DES constitu-
ents.8,9 The resulting non-ideal mixing effects could explain the
exceptional lowering of the melting point of certain DESs.

In the quest of solvents with carefully designed functional
properties, a series of different types of mixtures was prepared
and studied, including nonionic, hydrophobic, or natural
systems.3−5 Accordingly, the attributes of DESs enounced in
the initial definitions have been considered in a more loose
way, with regard to non-ideal mixing and the relation to the
eutectic composition. For practical reasons, aqueous solutions
of DESs have been formulated and their physical properties,
including excess properties, viscosity, and acoustic, structural,
and optical properties have been studied thoroughly.9−21

These works have also raised the question of the resilience of
the specific local arrangement of DES during dilution with
water and its evolution toward an aqueous solution of its
constituents.9−11,19,22

The structure of DESs has attracted a lot of interest during
the last four years. Hammond et al. performed wide-angle
neutron scattering (WANS) experiments fitted to an empirical
potential structure refinement (EPSR) model for reline (1:2
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choline chloride/urea).23 This study showed that reline formed
stoichiometric supramolecular ionic complexes, which are
composed of H-bonded coordinating choline and urea strongly
interacting with chloride anions. Complementing this pioneer-
ing work, WANS studies reported complexed ionic clusters for
choline chloride-based DESs with different HBDs.22,24,25 The
principal role of the HBD−chloride anion interactions in
controlling the formation of supramolecular solvated units was
generally pointed out. However, it was shown that changing
the composition or the temperature impacts the stability and
stoichiometry, as well as the role of the choline cation as a
secondary HBD participant. Fluorescence and infrared spec-
troscopy studies demonstrated that changing the hydrocarbon
chain length of both HBA and HBD affects the spatial and
dynamic heterogeneity of the ionic DESs.26−28 This view is in
line with conclusions from WANS on alkylammonium
bromide/glycerol DESs29 and molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation of choline chloride derivatives/ethylene glycol
(EG) DESs30 that have related the microheterogeneous
structure of DESs to the segregation of the apolar and polar
groups of the cationic molecules into separated domains. The
formation and the percolation of these domains are favored by
larger chains, which reveal the role of the amphiphilic character
of the cationic moieties. Interestingly, these supramolecular
assemblies reflect the non-ideal character of DESs. In fact, it
was concluded from a systematic studies of reline, glyceline
(choline chloride/glycerol), and ethaline (choline chloride/
EG) DESs by QM/MD (quantum mechanics/molecular
dyanmics) simulation that the extension of the hydrogen
bond network between the HBD and the ionic species was
correlated with the enhanced depression of the melting
point.31 The effects of non-ideal mixing in both the structure
and some physicochemical properties (e.g., the lowering of the
melting point) of DESs and DES dilutions were stressed in
recent studies of a ternary DES composed of ChCl, urea, and
resorcinol diluted in either water or benzyl alcohol. Using both
MD simulations and neutron scattering with isotopic
substitution together with EPSR as well as Brillouin and
NMR spectroscopies, these studies described how, in the so-
called solvent-in-DES regime, solvent molecules participated in
the H-bond complexes of the original DESs as an additional
HBD.32,33

Another aspect of special interest is the observation of a low-
Q peak centered about the momentum transfer Q = 0.15−0.3
Å−1 (also denoted as a prepeak) in the simulated neutron and
X-ray scattering static structure factor of Li+/ClO4

−/alkylamide
DES.34,35 This prepeak is the fingerprint of intermediate range
order, in line with similar observations commonly made for
ionic liquids or alcohols.36,37 For reline and ethaline, there is
no noticeable prepeak in the total structure factor.8,38

However, according to these MD simulations, this observation
was due to cancellation effects.8 In fact, prepeaks were
observed in simulated partial structure factors, and they were
attributed to the presence of unique intermediate range
structural ordering. More specifically for ethaline, a prepeak
predicted at about Q = 0.5 Å−1 was related to EG homo-
molecular correlations (i.e., EG−EG correlations).8 Due to the
lack of experimental scattering data for ethaline DES, this
recent prediction has not been verified so far.
Compared to ion-based DESs, there is less literature on

structural studies of DESs that do not comprise ionic salts or
organic cations. We denote these systems as “nonionic DESs,”
notwithstanding the presence of carboxylic acid groups.

Microheterogeneous structures produced by segregation of
polar/nonpolar molecular groups forming nanoscopic domains
have been evidenced by IR spectroscopy for N-methylaceta-
mide/lauric acid DES.39 There are also evidence that lauric
acid molecules form micellar structures in DESs with a size
corresponding to two lauric acids, which is further supported
by the presence of a prepeak at Q = 0.25 Å−1 in the X-ray
scattering intensity.40

Given the amphiphilic nature of many DES ingredients, the
structure of their aqueous solutions is a particularly exciting
topic. Neutron scattering experiments and MD simulation
point out the preferential solvation of chloride by water in
choline chloride-based DESs.10,16,41,42 However, the supra-
molecular ionic clusters formed by the association of the initial
DES components seem resistant to moderate hydration
levels.22,43 Although aqueous solutions of reline were
demonstrated not to be classically phase-separated,10 it is
noteworthy that microphase segregation and the formation of
co-continuous structures were evidenced by NMR and
Brillouin spectroscopy in various water−DES mixtures.18,19,44

The detailed nature of such microphase separated structure is
still under discussion. On the one hand, the formation of large
water clusters (e.g. 1 nm) was dismissed for malic acid/choline
chloride/water (1:1:2), water rather forming a transient,
wormlike aggregates that rarely exceed two molecules in
width.22 On the other hand, recent MD simulation of ethaline
water mixtures revealed that the growth of long-range density
fluctuations on increasing the hydration level was more
specifically attributed to the segregation of the HBD molecules
(i.e., EG) in the pool of the aqueous mixture.9 This is
supported by the existence of multimers composed of strongly
H-bonded EG molecules in aqueous solution of ethaline, as
demonstrated by infrared spectroscopy and density functional
theory quantum calculations.45 According to the above-
mentioned predictions from MD simulation, the mesoscopic
structural ordering of EG molecules during water addition
should be evidenced by the raising of a low-Q component (0.1
≤ Q ≤ 0.25 Å−1) for the EG−EG partial structure factor, but it
could not be seen in the total S(Q) due to cancellation effects.9

Experimentally, conventional X-rays and neutron diffraction
methods provide a weighted sum of all partial structure factors,
which is likely also affected by the cancellation effects. A small-
angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiment with isotopic
labeling offers a unique possibility to measure the partial
structure factors and detect this low-Q component.
The aim of the present work is to study the large-scale

structure of DESs from the analysis of the static structure
factor in the range of low momentum transfer (0.05 ≤ Q ≤ 0.5
Å−1), which has been barely investigated experimentally so far.
This study benefited from the high resolution of SANS.
Inspired by recent predictions made from molecular
simulations for ethaline DES and ethaline DES aqueous
solutions, we highlighted specifically intermolecular correla-
tions by isotopic labeling in order to reveal partial structure
factors.8,9 Neutron scattering with isotopic substitution offers a
unique method to achieve this molecular labeling, as illustrated
by studies of the mesoscopic structure of classical liquid
mixtures.46 Different compositions and different types of
solvents were studied, spanning from ionic to nonionic,
hydrophobic to hydrophilic, as well as aqueous solutions in
order to bring a broad view of possible long-range order in
DES and related H-bonded liquid mixtures for a series of
prototypical cases.
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Ethaline mixtures were selected as typical systems
representing the class of ionic DESs. Mixtures of lactic acid
with glycerol fall in the category of hydrophilic nonionic
solutions. Both molecules have been used in the literature as
HBD constituents of DESs formed by mixing with choline
chloride,47 and their mixtures have been applied for the
treatment of biomass.48 In the present work, we have studied
lactic acid/glycerol mixtures by comparison to ethaline DESs
in order to determine the impact of switching-off the
electrostatic interactions. Indeed, apart from a small difference
concerning the HBD (glycerol instead of EG), the main
difference between these two systems is the substitution of
HBA ionic choline chloride by nonionic (or partially ionic) H-
bonded carboxylic acid. The effects of adding water to both of
these hydrophilic solvents were also investigated. Finally,
different menthol/decanoic acid mixtures were studied as
members of the class of hydrophobic DES.49,50

2. METHODS
2.1. Samples. Fully hydrogenated choline chloride (>99%)

and EG (anhydrous, 99.8%) and DL-menthol (≥95%) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and lactic acid (extra pure,
SLR) from Fisher Scientific. Partially deuterated choline
chloride (trimethyl D9, 98% D), EG (1.1.2.2 D4, 99% D),
decanoic acid (D19, 98%), and glycerol (1.1.2.3.3 D5, 99% D)
were purchased from Eurisotop. The structures of the
molecules are illustrated in Figure 1, and the isotopically
labeled sites are highlighted.
Mixtures were prepared by weighting and adding their

constituents. The constituents were mixed by mechanical
agitation at about 60 °C for duration between 30 min and 4 h
until a clear homogeneous liquid phase was obtained and
served as stock solutions. For hydrophilic solvents, series of

aqueous solutions were prepared from the mother solutions by
pipetting and addition of deionized water.
The chemical composition of the different systems is given

in Table 1. It should be noted that different isotopic variants
were also prepared for ethaline and ethaline DES aqueous
solutions, as described later. Note that the labile hydroxyl and
acid groups were not deuterated in order to avoid isotopic
exchange with water.

2.2. SANS Experiments. SANS experiments were
performed using the PAXY diffractometer (LLB, Saclay).
The sample detector distance chosen was 1 m, and the neutron
wavelength used was 5 Å allowing the measurement of the
diffracted intensity in a momentum transfer range (0.05 < Q <
0.5 Å−1). The measurements were conducted at room
temperature with a thermal bath regulator set to 24.5 °C.
Complementary measurements were also performed at 15 and
39 °C for comparison. The solutions were prepared in advance
so the mixtures are thermodynamically at equilibrium. The
solutions were filled in 1 mm thick quartz Hellma cells. The
raw intensities were corrected from the empty cell contribution
by subtraction of the filled and empty cell spectra, divided by
the corresponding transmission. The correction of the
systematic variation of the detector efficiency and normal-
ization of I(Q) to absolute unit was performed with respect to
the measured intensity of a 1 mm thick hydrogenated water of
known value of its incoherent cross section (Σincoh/4π = 0.445
cm−1) using the data reduction software PASiNET from
Laboratoire León Brillouin.
Particular attention has been paid to the use of contrast

effects in order to reveal specific correlations stemming from
partial structure factors. A large variation of the coherent
neutron scattering of the different DESs components was

Figure 1. Molecular structure of the chemicals studied. The hydrogen sites that were isotopically labeled are colored in red.

Table 1. Composition of the DESs and Aqueous Solutions Studied

DES type constituents chemical composition
water mass fraction

(% wt) isotopic composition

neat ionic DES ethylene glycol/choline chloride
(ethaline)

(4:1), (3:1), (2.3:1) (H6:D9H5), (D4H2:H14)

ionic DES solution ethylene glycol/choline chloride/water (2:1:w) with w = 0, 0.8, 1.7, 2.7,
4, 6.5, 10

0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30,
40

(D4H2:D9H5:H2O), (H6:D9H5:H2O),
(D4H2:H14:H2O)

nonionic H-bonded
solution

lactic acid/glycerol/water (1:2:w) with w = 0, 1, 2, 3, 30 0, 6, 10, 15, 66 (H6:D5H3:H2O)

hydrophobic DES menthol/decanoic acid (2:3), (1:1), (3:2), (2:1), (3:1),
(4:1)

(H20:D19H)
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achieved using D/H isotopic labeling, as indicated in Table 2
for the ethaline aqueous solutions, and discussed thereafter.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Neat Ionic DES: Ethaline (EG/Choline Chloride).
Ethaline DES (EG/choline chloride) was studied in a molar
ratio of 2.3:1, 3:1 and 4:1, which is in the region of maximum
freezing depression.51,52 In order to highlight the coherent
scattering of one of the two components, two isotopic variants
of each DESs were prepared mixing a deuterated component,
which maximizes its coherent scattering with respect to the
hydrogenated one [named ETHA(HD) and ETHA(DH)].
The values of the coherent scattering length density of each
molecule are summarized in Table 2. They were determined
according to the classical definition by ρSLD=∑bi/v, where bi is
the coherent scattering length of atom i, the sum being
performed over all the atoms constituting one molecule, and v
is the molecular volume. The two deuterated molecules have
comparable scattering length density (47 × 109 cm−2), while
their fully hydrogenated forms (2 × 109 cm−2) rather compare
with water (−5.109 cm−2). It is thus expected that the coherent
scattering for ETHA(HD) and ETHA(DH) mostly reflect the
partial structure factors arising respectively from choline
chloride and EG.
The main effect of changing the EG/ChCl mol ratio (cf.

Figure 2) consists in a net increase of the total scattered
intensity with the fraction of hydrogenated molecules. This is

obviously attributed to the incoherent scattering, which mostly
arises from hydrogen contribution. The coherent scattering,
which is Q-dependent, is weak in the studied Q-range. For
ETHA(HD), illustrated in Figure 2a, we observed a
monotonous decrease of the intensity from the medium (0.5
Å−1) to small (0.05 Å−1) Q values. This contribution is
attributed to the low-Q side of the main diffraction peak arising
from short range intermolecular order. According to recent
computations of the structure factor, the maximum of the main
diffraction peak is located around Q = 1.5 Å−1, and thus
outside the Q-range accessible to our SANS measurements.8 In
the absence of mesoscale heterogeneity, this intensity
classically decreases to small values determined by the liquid
compressibility in the limit of vanishing Q’s. For ETHA(DH)
however, we observed a deviation from this monotonous
variation with the occurrence of a weak additional broad peak
around Q = 0.35 Å−1 for EG/choline chloride (4:1) as
illustrated in Figure 2b. Such a prepeak was recently witnessed
in the EG−EG partial structure factor of ethaline, and
attributed to long-range correlations dominated by EG
molecules.8 Our observation made for the specific isotopic
composition that enhanced EG−EG correlations is consistent
with this prediction. So far, MD simulations are restricted to
one composition (2:1). The present SANS results suggest that
this prepeak is mostly visible for larger amount of EG. We infer
that having EG molecules in excess with respect to the
stoichiometric composition of the DES favors their segregation

Table 2. Neutron Coherent Scattering Length Density of the Components of Ethaline DES and Ethaline Aqueous Solutions for
Three Different Isotopic Compositionsa

aThe cell background colors indicate the highest scattering contrast between the different compounds.

Figure 2. Neutron scattering intensity of ethaline DESs measured at 24.5 °C for three different compositions corresponding to EG/choline chloride
in mol ratio 2.3:1, 3:1, and 4:1. The different panels correspond to different isotopic labeling of the two components of ethaline: (a) deuterated
choline chloride ETHA(HD), (b) deuterated EG ETHA(DH).
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and the long-range extension of hydrogen bonding interactions
among them. Finally, we can also conclude that the
temperature effect is small on the range from 15 to 39 °C,
as demonstrated by the weak variation of the neutron
scattering intensity shown in Figure S1.
3.2. Aqueous Solutions of Ionic DES (EG/Choline

Chloride). Aqueous solutions of ethaline are made of a ternary
mixture (EG/choline chloride/water). In order to detect
structural microheterogeneities; that is spatial correlations of
the local concentration, it is therefore useful to label specifically
each of the three compounds. Three different systems were
considered composed of normal water (H2O) and ethaline in
which one or both components were partially deuterated.
Therefore, the low-Q scattered intensity from ETHA-W-
(DDH), ETHA-W(HDH) and ETHA-W(DHH) should
reflect the local inhomogeneity of concentration in ethaline
as a whole, choline chloride, and EG, respectively. The contrast
of coherent scattering between the different compounds is
indicated in Table 2.
The effect of adding water was studied for one DES

composition (xEG = 0.67), which is EG/choline chloride in a
constant 2:1 mol ratio that is in the vicinity of the eutectic
point. The corresponding neutron scattering intensity is
illustrated in Figure 3 for different values of the water mass
fraction W (from 0 to 40%). Each of the three panels
corresponds to a specific isotopic labeling. Adding water to the
given DES consists in a net increase of the incoherent
scattering. It was verified that the experimentally measured
baseline of the scattered intensity was in quantitative
agreement with the calculated incoherent scattering cross
section of the different mixtures.
For ETHA-W(DDH), and ETHA-W(HDH) (Figure 3a,b),

we observed a weakly decreasing intensity when Q decreased
from medium (0.5 Å−1) to small values (0.05 Å−1), which is
similar to the case of ETHA(HD) discussed in the previous
part. Likewise, this profile is attributed to the low-Q side of the
main diffraction peak. Only for ETHA-W(DHH) (Figure 3c),
we observed an additional broad peak that shifted from
medium to small Q values when the fraction of water
increased. The peak is indicated by a red arrow in Figure 3c.

In order to highlight the effect of the isotopic labeling, we
compared on the same graph the scattered intensity of ETHA-
W(HDH) and ETHA-W(DHH) for the two limits of water
fraction studied; that is, W = 0% in Figure 4a and W = 40% in

Figure 4b. The importance of isotopic contrast to reveal the
low-Q peak is highlighted in Figure 4b from a comparison of
ETHA-W(HDH) and ETHA-W(DHH) for W = 40%, where
the prepeak revealed for ETHA-W(DHH) is underlined by a
red arrow. The scattered intensity for all water fractions
studied is illustrated in the Supporting Information.
The intensity remained small, which means that the

heterogeneous character of the ethaline solution is not
pronounced at the nanometer scale. Interestingly, our
observation is in agreement with the simulated partial structure
factor of ethaline−water solutions.9 It was predicted that a
prepeak shows up specifically in the EG−EG partial structure

Figure 3. Neutron scattering intensity of ethaline DES aqueous solutions with EG/choline chloride in mol ratio 2:1, and for values of the water
mass fractionW ranging from 0 to 40% from bottom to top. The different panels correspond to different isotopic labeling of the two components of
ethaline: (a) deuterated choline chloride and deuterated EG ETHA-W(DDH), (b) deuterated choline chloride ETHA-W(HDH), (c) deuterated
EG ETHA-W(DHH). The shift to low Q-values of the maximum intensity of the broad peak is indicated by the red arrow in panel c.

Figure 4. Use of a specific labeling to reveal the intermediate range
structuration of EG in ethaline aqueous solutions. Deuterated choline
chloride ETHA-W(HDH) (squares) and deuterated EG ETHA-
W(DHH) (circles). The solid line is a smooth representation of the
data. The value of the water mass fraction is (a) W = 0% and (b) W =
40%. The growth of a low-Q peak is indicated by a red arrow.
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factor in the Q-range 0.1−0.25 Å−1. In line with the present
SANS data, it was shown that the intensity of this prepeak
increases with increasing the water amount and shifts to small
Q. In that study, the largest intensity was obtained for the more
diluted solution (i.e., 5-w ethaline), corresponding to a prepeak
position centered about 0.13 Å−1. This is consistent with the
result that we obtained experimentally for the closest studied
composition W = 20% (i.e., 4-w ethaline).
We infer that the addition of water in ethaline (similarly to

the presence of superstoichiometrical EG molecules in the neat
DES) favors the preferential association between EG
molecules. This could be the consequence of the preferential
solvation of ionic species by water molecules, which compete
with EGs that present a weaker HBD character.
3.3. Aqueous Solutions of Hydrophilic Nonionic H-

Bonded Mixtures (Lactic acid/Glycerol). The mixture of
lactic acid with glycerol falls in the category of hydrophilic
nonionic H-bonded solvents. It can be viewed as a variant of
ethaline, with a substitution of the ionic species by a second H-
bonded molecule. Hence, we switched-off the interaction
between HBD and ionic species, which is an important
component of the ethaline DES properties. We used a mixture
of deuterated glycerol with hydrogenated lactic acid and water
[i.e., GLY-LA-W(DHH)]. This choice was made to emphasize
the glycerol−glycerol correlations. In fact, this isotopic
composition is similar to the case of ETHA(DH) and
ETHA-W(DHH), for which prepeaks were observed.
Nonetheless, no prepeak could be detected in SANS, as

illustrated in Figure 5. The entire intensity was dominated by

the flat incoherent scattering (cf. also Figure 6), with no
measurable coherent contribution. Unlike ethaline, this
demonstrates the fully homogeneous character of lactic acid/
glycerol mixture and its aqueous solutions (W = 0−66%) at the
mesoscale. For ethaline, it was argued that the formation of
strongly H-bonded EG segregates was supplemented by the
strongest affinity of water molecules with ions.9 From that
viewpoint, lactic acid and glycerol are much comparable
molecules in terms of polarity, H-bonding tendency, and weak
amphilicity. Both are composed of a short alkyl part with three
carbons and contain three H-bonding functional groups.

Accordingly, we argue that the water affinity with one or the
other components is more balanced. The propensity of lactic
acid and glycerol to form either homomolecular or
heteromolecular H-bonds is probably similar as well. This is
confirmed by the SANS data that demonstrate the homoge-
neous mixing of the aqueous solutions down to the mesoscale.

3.4. Hydrophobic DES (Menthol/Decanoic Acid).
Finally, we discuss the DES made by mixing menthol and
decanoic acid. This system falls in the category of hydrophobic
DESs.49,50 For this reason, instead of the water composition,
the relative amount of menthol and decanoic acid varied. The
menthol molar fraction x ranged from 0.4 to 0.8, which
corresponds to stoichiometric composition from 4:1 to 2:3. A
unique isotopic composition was used, with a deuterated form
of decanoic acid (D19H) (ρSLD = 63 × 109 cm−2) and
hydrogenated glycerol (ρSLD = 6 × 109 cm−2) in order to
maximize the contrast between the two compounds. The
SANS experiments revealed a significant increase of the
scattered intensity toward the limit of low Q, as illustrated in
Figure 7. This peak was relatively broad and covered the entire
studied Q-range. Its maximum position was located below the
smallest accessible momentum and seemingly centered at Q =
0. Similar observations were reported in the literature for
binary liquids, including alcohol/alkane mixtures and aqueous
solutions of classical solvents as well as ionic liquids.36,46,53,54

They were attributed to concentration fluctuations that shows
up at Q = 0, according to the theory of Kirkwood−Buff
integrals. In other words, it suggests that the distribution of
molecular species in the system is not fully homogeneous.
Following the analysis made for binary liquids, we first fitted
the scattered intensity by eq 1, which is composed by a
Lorentzian centered at Q = 0 with a fitted correlation length ξ
according to the Ornstein−Zernike theory and an incoherent
scattering baseline determined from the liquid composition.

ξ π
=

+
+ Σ

I Q
I
Q

( )
1 4

0
2 2

incoh

(1)

The scattered intensity at zero-Q, which is directly related to
the Kirkwood−Buff integrals, exhibited a weak dependence on
the composition, with a maximum that is perceived around the
equimolar composition despite the limited number of studied

Figure 5. Neutron scattering intensity of lactic acid/deuterated
glycerol aqueous solutions for values of the water mass fraction W
ranging from 0 to 66% from bottom to top.

Figure 6. Comparison of the theoretical incoherent scattering cross
section with the experimental neutron scattering intensity of different
types of aqueous solutions and values of the water mass fraction.
Ethaline with deuterated choline chloride and EG (green square),
ethaline with deuterated choline chloride (blue triangle), ethaline with
deuterated EG (yellow diamond), and lactic acid/deuterated glycerol
(red circle) aqueous solutions.
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compositions. This variation is emphasized in Figure 8 by a
quadratic term x(1−x), which suggests a symmetric behavior
of the mixture with respect to the menthol and decanoic acid
constituents.

Although generally satisfying, this model failed to accurately
reproduce the decay of the experimental intensity at medium Q
(>0.4 Å−1), as illustrated in short dashed lines in Figure 7b. For
comparison, we opted for an alternative description, which
applies for liquid comprising domains of well-defined geometry
such as micellar aggregates rather than ill-defined fluctuating
aggregates.36,55 In the latter case, the scattered intensity is
written as

ρ
π

= Δ + Σ
I Q n V P Q S Q( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

4d d
2

SLD
2 incoh

(2)

where nd and Vd are the number density of domains and the
volume of each of domains, ΔρSLD is the difference of
scattering length density between the domains and the
surrounding phase.56 P(Q) and S(Q) are the form factor and

the structure factor, which quantify the shape of each domain
and their spatial correlations, respectively. Satisfactory fits
shown as solid lines in Figure 7b were obtained by assuming
that the domain shape is spherical with a radius Rd so that
P(Q) is given by eq 3. We further assumed that the
interdomain interaction was negligible in this Q-range [i.e.,
S(Q) = 1], a point that was verified a posteriori as discussed
later.

= −
P Q

QR QR QR
QR

( ) 9
sin cos

( )
d d d

d
3

2

(3)

The obtained parameters are illustrated in Figure 8. The
domains radius is varying from about 4.4 to 3.9 Å. These values
are compared with the average radius of the molecules rm,
which was evaluated from the molecular volume (vm = 4/
3πrm

3) neglecting corrections due to non-additivity of the
partial volume (cf. long dashed line in Figure 8). The fact that
these domains do not present strong interactions [justifying
the assumption that S(Q) = 1 on the studied Q-range] was first
supported by the absence of the correlation peak at finite Q.
This was confirmed by the average distance between domains,
which could be evaluated from their number density nd that
appears in eq 3 as a scaling factor. Indeed, the obtained values
are typically 4 times larger than Rd, as illustrated in Figure 8.
This demonstrates that this DES clearly exhibits structural

heterogeneity, however the segregation of the two components
is spatially limited. This differs from binary liquids with strong
demixing tendency, such as aqueous solutions of ionic liquids
or aqueous solutions of large alcohols and pyridine derivatives
for which the measured correlation lengths usually exceed 10
Å.54,55,57 On the other hand, it compares reasonably with the
values obtained for ionic liquids.36,58

Two alternative descriptions have been applied, either in
terms of diluted well-shaped spherical aggregates such as
micelles or in terms of shapeless concentration fluctuations,
which are precursors of an underlying phase separation.
However, due to the absence of interaction peaks and despite
the slightly better fits obtained with the former model, we
consider that the two descriptions can be acceptable. From this
viewpoint, the mesoscale structure of DESs also deserves a
comparison with the ionic liquids. Depending on the systems,

Figure 7. Neutron scattering intensity of menthol (H20):decanoic acid (D19) DES mixtures for values of the menthol molar fraction x ranging from
0.4 to 0.8 from top to bottom. (a) Linear scale, (b) semilog scale [the flat incoherent scattering cross section (long dashed line), the fits with the
form factor of a spherical particle (solid line); and the Ornstein−Zernike model (short dashed line)].

Figure 8. Parameters derived from the fitting of the neutron scattering
intensity of menthol (H20):decanoic acid (D19) DES mixtures as a
function of the menthol molar fraction x [the domain radius (green
square, left axis), the interdomain distance (red circle, left axis), and
the coherent scattering amplitude (blue triangle, right axis)]. The
averaged molecule radius computed from the average molecular
volume (long dashed line), and a symmetric quadratic guideline x(1 −
x) scaled to the coherent scattering (short dashed line).
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the description of the low-Q scattering intensity in terms of
monodisperse hard-sphere interacting pseudospherical aggre-
gates or structureless concentration fluctuations was pre-
ferred.36,58 The amphiphilic nature of the menthol and
decanoic acid molecules comprising polar head and long
aliphatic tail brings further support to the possible formation of
micellar clusters. Variable temperature measurements could
assess the presence of a miscibility gap and help resolve the
physical origin of the observed mesoscopic structure in
menthol/decanoic acid DES.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Despite the rapidly increasing number of studies on the short-
and intermediate-range order of DESs, small-angle scattering
techniques have been scarcely used to investigate their
structures at longer distances. Important enough, recent
molecular simulation studies have predicted the occurrence
of low-Q correlation peaks in ethaline8 and its aqueous
solutions,9 which called for a further experimental examination
with SANS methods.
We selected three types of prototypical solutions: a classical

DES formed by the association of an HBD and an ionic
species, a hydrophilic nonionic mixture of H-bonded DES
components, and a hydrophobic DES. Moreover, we studied
the effect of adding different amounts of water in the two
hydrophilic solutions. SANS experiments with isotopic labeling
(H/D exchange) were carried out in order to vary the coherent
scattering contrast between the different compounds and
reveal mesoscopic static correlations in the partial structure
factors for Q-values (0.05−0.5 Å−1) located before the main
diffraction peak.
For ethaline DES and its aqueous solutions, a low-Q

coherent scattering was observed only when the EG−EG
correlations were enhanced by specific deuteration. This excess
intensity appeared as a weak peak located at about 0.35 Å−1 for
neat DES comprising superstoichiometrical EG. It appeared
also during the gradual addition of water to the DES formed at
the eutectic composition and shifted to smaller Q (∼0.15 Å−1).
Albeit being a small effect, this observation points to the
segregation of EG molecules. Supporting simulation studies,
we suggest that the formation of strongly H-bonded EG
segregates is promoted by the higher affinity of water
molecules with the ionic species, which therefore competes
with the solvation of ions by EG. We argue that the presence of
EG in excess with respect to the stoichiometry required to
form DES supramolecular ionic complexes could have a similar
effect. The latter situation calls for further investigation
including simulation methods.
Unlike ethaline, aqueous solutions of a hydrophilic H-

bonded nonionic mixture (lactic acid/glycerol) appeared
homogeneously mixed at the mesoscopic scale. We infer that
this is favored by the marginal amphiphilic nature of the
molecules (comprising small alkyl groups) that limits the
microsegregation of polar and apolar groups. Moreover, the H-
bonding functional groups of the two constituents are
comparable, which implies that they interact likewise with
one or the other H-bonded molecule.
For the hydrophobic DES (menthol/decanoic acid),

molecular segregation was more obvious and it led to a
significant low-angle additional scattering contribution. This
coherent peak centered at Q = 0 was best fitted by a model,
which assumed the presence of diluted or weakly interacting
spherical aggregates of one compound embedded in its

counterpart. However, we demonstrated that the size of such
micelle-like domains remains small, typically at the molecular
scale. An alternative description in terms of shapeless
concentration fluctuations modeled by the Ornstein−Zernike
theory cannot be definitively ruled out. However, there was no
indication that the size of such precursors of a hypothetical
phase separation extends to a larger scale as a function of the
composition, and variable temperature experiments would
certainly be useful.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that some DESs and

their aqueous solutions highlight the formation of supra-
molecular structures. However, none of them indicated that
strong deviations from homogeneous mixing occur on a spatial
scale that exceeds significantly a few molecular sizes. This
conclusion was demonstrated for a selection of prototypical
systems, which belong to three different classes of solvents.
Although they cannot be necessarily generalized to all
categorized DES systems, we consider that the conclusions
from this work can help sorting the different properties,
including ionic and H-bonding interactions, microheteroge-
neity, nonideality, and incomplete mixing, which could be
considered as salient characters of DESs or rather considered
as system-specific, with the aim to convert them into useful
functionality.
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the ionic conductivity and the dipolar reorientational dynamics of aqueous solutions of a prototypical deep eutectic solvent
(DES), ethaline, by dielectric spectroscopy in a broad range of frequencies (MHz–Hz) and for temperatures ranging from 128 to 283 K. The
fraction of water in the DES was varied systematically to cover different regimes, starting from the pure DES and its water-in-DES mixtures
to the diluted electrolyte solutions. Depending on these parameters, different physical states were examined, including low viscosity liquid,
supercooled viscous liquid, amorphous solid, and freeze-concentrated solution. Both the ionic conductivity and the reorientational relaxation
exhibited characteristic features of glassy dynamics that could be quantified from the deviation from the Arrhenius temperature dependence
and non-exponential decay of the relaxation function. A transition occurred between the water-in-DES regime (<40 wt. %), where the dipolar
relaxation and ionic conductivity remained inversely proportional to each other, and the DES-in-water regime (>40 wt. %), where a clear
rotation–translation decoupling was observed. This suggests that for a low water content, on the timescale covered by this study (∼10−6 to
1 s), the rotational and transport properties of ethaline aqueous solutions obey classical hydrodynamic scaling despite these systems being
presumably spatially microheterogeneous. A fractional scaling is observed in the DES-in-water regime due to the formation of a maximally
freeze-concentrated DES aqueous solution coexisting with frozen water domains at sub-ambient temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, deep eutectic solvents (DESs) have received increas-
ing attention as an emerging class of solvents.1–6 The majority of
DESs are obtained by mixing of an H-bond donor (HBD) (typi-
cally an organic molecular component such as an amide, carboxylic
acid, or polyol) with an H-bond acceptor (HBA) or with a molecu-
lar ionic species.6 In the most frequently studied systems, i.e., type
III DESs, the latter consists of a quaternary ammonium salt. For
compositions approaching the eutectic point, a large decrease in
the melting point is obtained so that DESs form a liquid phase at
room temperature.7,8 This phenomenon can be amplified by non-
ideal mixing effects, which are favored by ionic and H-bonding
interactions and specific spatial correlations between the DES con-
stituents.9,10 Nowadays, DESs are contemplated as cost-effective and
sustainable alternatives to classical organic solvents.3–6 They exhibit

many performant properties, such as low volatility and high sol-
vating and extracting properties. DESs have been considered for
practical applications in a growing number of industrial processes,
including extraction, (bio)synthesis, catalysis, electrochemistry, and
carbon dioxide capture.6

The ionic conductivity of DESs makes them good candidates
as alternative electrolytes for applications related to energy harvest-
ing and storage.6,11–15 Recently, choline chloride-based DESs (i.e.,
ethaline, reline, and aqueous solution of glyceline) have been stud-
ied as electrolytes for electrochemical applications,11,12 redox flow
batteries,13 lithium-ion batteries,14 and dye-sensitized solar cells.15

From a fundamental point of view, it is striking that the ionic
and molecular mobilities of DESs question classical theories. The
rotational and translational dynamics of fluorescent dyes have been
studied in reline,16 ethaline,17 and acetamide–urea DESs.18 They
exhibit a fractional viscosity dependence and deviations from the
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hydrodynamic predictions based on Stokes–Einstein and Stokes–
Einstein–Debye theories. These results suggest that the molecular
motions of the fluorescent dyes are sensitive to the existence of
dynamic heterogeneity in DESs. High frequency (GHz) dielectric
relaxation (DR) studies have also demonstrated the deviation from
the hydrodynamic predictions for molecular rotation, indicating the
critical role of collective reorientation relaxation and H-bond fluc-
tuations in regulating the DR dynamics.19,20 From the combina-
tion of molecular dynamics (MD) simulation and neutron scattering
(NS), a microscopic relation was made between the transport prop-
erties and liquid structure of ethaline.21 Different translational dif-
fusion and rotational relaxation depending on the DES constituent
were observed, and evidence for long-lasting dynamic heterogene-
ity (>10 ns at 298 K) was inferred from the non-Gaussian char-
acter of the van Hove function related to self-diffusion of chloride
anions. Interestingly, dynamic heterogeneities were found to result
from the complex interplay of the solvation structure and H-bond
dynamics.21

Aiming at a better understanding of the dynamics of DESs, it
is worth noting that only a few studies have addressed longer time
relaxation processes (i.e., longer than a few ns) so far.22–24 Dielec-
tric spectroscopy (DS) is a perfectly well-suited method because it
allows independent measurements of the ionic conductivity and the
orientation dipolar dynamics in an extended frequency range.25 This
provides a complementary view on the translation and rotational
motions of DES species.24 Moreover, it bridges the gap from short
(∼10−9 to 10−6 s) to ultra-long (∼102 s) timescales, which are typ-
ical for the dynamical range going from a low-viscosity liquid to
an amorphous solid. Due to the large depression of the eutectic
melting point, DESs are usually liquid in a wide range of tempera-
tures, and in frequent cases, eutectic crystallization can be avoided.
This further extends the slowing down of the DES dynamics in the
supercooled and glassy states, implying that their dynamics should
be studied over many decades.24,26 For ethaline, a comprehensive
DS study has shown that the ionic transport and the reorientation
dipolar motions were strongly influenced by the glassy dynamics.24
In addition, it was demonstrated that both dynamics obeyed the
same temperature dependence. This unique scaling might arise from
a direct translational–rotational coupling, such as revolving-door
mechanism, or might be due to the coupling of both dynamics to
viscosity. While the distinction between the two hypotheses could
not be made in that study,24 a complementary study including rhe-
ological measurements recently concluded the non-relevance of the
revolving-door mechanism.27 The second hypothesis would imply
that hydrodynamic predictions from Stoke–Einstein and Stoke–
Einstein–Debye models are fulfilled, thus minimizing the influence
of dynamic heterogeneity.

In order to better understand the role of dynamic heterogene-
ity, an attractive approach would consist in varying gradually the
solvation properties and H-bond interactions. Although conceivable
in molecular models, this goal is more challenging in experiments.
In the present study, we propose to use different hydration levels
of DESs as control parameters. In fact, water addition is recognized
as a way to formulate DES-based solvents with tailored proper-
ties.10,26,28–38 More specifically, the structure of DESs is greatly influ-
enced by water in several ways.10,28,29,37,39,40 Although supramolec-
ular ionic clusters formed by the association of the initial DES
components seem resistant to moderate hydration levels in the

so-called “water-in-DES” regime, water molecules often participate
in the H-bond complexes of the original DESs as an additional
HBD.39,41–43 The preferential solvation of chloride by water was
also reported in choline chloride-based DESs.28,34,44,45 The dielec-
tric relaxation study of aqueous solution of glyceline and reline
performed at room temperature and high (microwave) frequencies
(0.05–89 GHz) indicates that a structural transition occurs for a
water mole fraction about 0.8, from the homogeneous electrolyte
solution to a micro-heterogeneous structure with water-rich and
DES-rich pools.46 The micro-segregation of species into regions of
different compositions can result in co-continuous structures and
mesoscopic length scale heterogeneities.10,36,37,40,47

In the present study, we have addressed the relative impact
of these structural reorganizations on transport properties, dipo-
lar relaxation, and glassy behavior. We have performed a dielec-
tric spectroscopy study of the prototypical ethaline DES (choline
chloride/ethylene glycol, 1:2) and nine different aqueous mix-
tures thereof, which were recently studied by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and neutron scattering.26,40 The ionic conductiv-
ity and reorientation dynamics were shown to vary by more than
six decades in the entire studied temperature range of 128–283 K.
In the “DES-in-water” region (>40 wt. %), according to the desig-
nation introduced by Roldán-Ruiz et al.,37 an abrupt decoupling
between transport properties and dipolar relaxation was observed.
This was attributed to phase separation and the formation of a
maximally freeze concentrated DES solution during cooling. In the
“water-in-DES” regime (<40 wt. %), the solution obviously formed
a macroscopically homogeneous liquid phase and presented charac-
teristic features of glassy dynamics, i.e., non-Arrhenius temperature
dependence and non-exponential relaxation functions. In this range
of compositions, temperatures, and timescales, this study indicates
that only a marginal decoupling between ionic transport and dipolar
dynamics is observed.

II. METHODS
A. Samples

Choline chloride (>99%) and ethylene glycol (anhydrous,
99.8%) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. DESs were prepared
by weighting and adding ethylene glycol and choline chloride in a
molar ratio of 2:1, which is the accepted composition of the eutec-
tic mixture.48,49 The DESs were mixed by mechanical agitation at
about 60 ○C for 30 min until a clear homogeneous liquid phase was
obtained and served as stock solutions. A series of ten working solu-
tions were prepared by pipetting and addition of deionized water,
corresponding to regularly spaced values of the mass fraction of
waterW from 0 to 90 (wt. %).

B. Dielectric spectroscopy experiments
The sample was prepared in parallel plate geometry between

two gold-plated electrodes with a diameter of 20 mm and a spac-
ing of 260 μm maintained by Teflon spacers. It was placed in the
cryostat andmaintained under a dry nitrogen atmosphere. The com-
plex impedance of the as-prepared capacitor was measured from 1
to 106 Hz with a Novocontrol high resolution dielectric Alpha ana-
lyzer with an active sample cell. The measurements were performed
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at thermal equilibrium with a temperature step of 5 K, covering the
temperature range from 283 to 128 K (10 to −145 ○C). The tem-
perature of the sample was controlled using a Quatro temperature
controller (Novocontrol) with nitrogen as a heating/cooling agent,
providing temperature stability within 0.1 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Dielectric permittivity spectra

The complex dielectric function of the sample ε∗( f ) = ε′( f )− iε′′(f )was evaluated for the ten DES samples with different hydra-
tion levels, where f denotes the frequency of the electric field, ε′ and
ε′′ are the real and loss parts of the complex dielectric function, and
i symbolizes the imaginary unit. The two components are presented
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) for a mixture of ethaline with W = 10 wt. %
of water. Qualitatively comparable spectra were obtained for all the
samples, as illustrated in Figs. S1–S10 in the supplementary material.
Depending on the temperature and frequency ranges, different con-
tributions were observed in the instrumental frequency window. At
high temperature, the complex dielectric function was dominated
by ionic conductivity. The dc conductivity only contributes to the
dielectric loss. This was revealed by a power law term (−1/f ) in the
intensity of the dielectric loss [cf. blue dashed line with slope −1 on
a log–log scale in Fig. 1(b)]. Additionally, polarization effects due to
the blocking electrodes were detected, as usually observed for con-
ducting liquids. These phenomena led to a huge increase in ε′ and
a deviation of ε′′ from the (−1/f ) scaling at lower frequency. These
effects are illustrated in the supplementary material in Figs. S11(a)
and S11(b) for a water–ethaline mixture (W = 10 wt. %), which are
full scale representations of the data shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
They do not hold any useful physical information on the samples
and have been excluded from the discussion. In the low temperature

range, typically below 210 K, a main peak appeared in the dielectric
loss. It was also associated with a sigmoidal step in the real permit-
tivity ε′, as indicated by solid lines and red filled areas in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b). This was attributed to the dipolar α-relaxation process, in
agreement with the interpretation made for anhydrous ethaline.24

The dielectric measurements were analyzed quantitatively by
fitting the complex dielectric function by a model including a
Havriliak–Negami function (HN-model)50 and a dc-conductivity
term according to the following equation:

ε∗(ω) = ε∞ + Δε
(1 + (iωτHN)α)β − i

σ
ωε0

, (1)

where ε∞ is the sample permittivity in the limit of high frequency
and Δε and τHN are the dielectric strength and the HN-relaxation
time of the mode. According to the formalism of the HN-model,
the exponent parameters α and β account for the symmetric and
the asymmetric broadening of the complex dielectric function with
respect to the Debye one. σ stands for the DC conductivity of the
sample and ε0 the permittivity of vacuum. The application of this
model provided fits of the real and loss parts of the complex dielec-
tric function with good quality in the temperature and frequency
regions where electrode polarization was not significant, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Differences between the real part of the complex
dielectric function measured at T = 178 K and the fitted model (red-
filled area) are obvious in Fig. 1(a) for frequency smaller than 102
Hz since electrode polarization was not included. Concerning the
loss part, the agreement between the experimental result (symbol)
and the fitted model (line) was better than the symbol size for the
entire range presented in Fig. 1(b). The electrode contribution was
estimated in the supplementary material (cf. Fig. S12), and it was
shown to be insignificant in the frequency range determined by the
relaxation process.

FIG. 1. (a) Real and (b) loss parts of the complex dielectric function of a mixture of ethaline with W = 10 wt. % of water as a function of the frequency and the temperature.
The different experimental curves (line connected data points) correspond to temperatures varying (a) from 208 to 143 K and (b) from 283 to 158 K, with decreasing steps of
5 K from right to left. The components of the fitted model are illustrated for the selected temperature T = 178 K. The solid line with a red-filled area in both panels denotes the
dipolar relaxation modeled by a Havriliak–Negami function, and the dashed line with a blue-filled area in (b) denotes the ionic dc-conductivity. For the loss part (b), the total
fitted model is undistinguishable from the experimental data. The deviation due to electrode polarization that was not included in the model is seen at low frequency for the
real part. This is illustrated for T = 178 K, by a difference between line connected symbols and the solid line with a red-filled area in (a).
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As a whole, the fitted model corresponds to the description that
is frequently used for prototypical dipolar liquids.25 For the present
DES components having dipolar moments, it was reasonably found
that, along with dc-conductivity, the spectra are dominated by reori-
entational dynamics. If present, ac-conductivity contributions must
be hidden by the dipolar relaxation, and they were not included in
the description. The relaxation time associated with the maximum
in the lost part of the complex dielectric function frequency was
computed according to the following equation:51

τ = τHN sin( πa
2 + 2β

)−1/ α sin( πaβ
2 + 2β

)1/ α. (2)

B. Ionic conductivity around room temperature
The ionic conductivities measured by fitting the complex

dielectric function were found to be in good agreement with recent
measurements reported in the complementary region above room
temperature by Lapena et al.35 These measurements were, however,
limited to pure ethaline and one ethaline–water mixture (8 wt. %) as
illustrated in Fig. 2(a). On increasing the amount of water at a con-
stant temperature (T = 283 K), the conductivity gradually increased
until it reached a maximum value for W > 40% as illustrated in
Fig. 2(b). This non-monotonous behavior has also been observed
by molecular dynamics simulations of aqueous reline and ethaline
solutions by Celebi et al.52 The initial increase in conductivities with
addition of water was attributed to the destabilization of the H-bond
associations betweenDES species, which resulted in a smaller viscos-
ity and faster transport properties. For W > 40%, DES constituents
were found to be fully dissolved into a DES-in-water aqueous solu-
tion, which implied that the ionic conductivity eventually decreased
due to dilution effects.

C. Translational dynamics at variable temperatures

The ionic conductivities measured in the temperature range
from 158 to 283 K are illustrated in Fig. 3 in the Arrhenius represen-
tation. Two qualitatively different behaviors were observed depend-
ing on the hydration level. For low hydration levels (0%–30%), a
continuous temperature variation of the conductivity was obtained,
while a discontinuity was observed for larger dilution (40%–90%).
The discontinuity occurred at a temperature that depended onW, as
illustrated by an arrow in Fig. 3(b) forW = 90%. These two ranges of
compositions correspond to the usually denoted DES-in-water and
water-in-DES regimes.37

A clear explanation of this dependence on the water dilu-
tion can be found in the phase diagram of the ethaline–water sys-
tem, which was recently determined by calorimetry (cf. Fig. 4).26
It has been shown that below a threshold value, Wg

′ ∼ 30%, water
hydration molecules strongly interact with DES molecular units.
In this range of compositions, the hydrated DES forms a single
phase system, even at low temperature, where it presents a single
glass transition. On the contrary, for W > Wg

′, the aqueous solu-
tion phase separates on cooling into a pure ice phase and a maxi-
mally freeze-concentrated aqueous solution of the DES having the
compositionWg

′.
For W < Wg

′, the conductivity monotonously increases
with the fraction of water. This behavior follows the observa-
tions made previously around room temperature and confirms the
plasticizing effect of water. For W > Wg

′, the opposite depen-
dence of the conductivity with the fraction of water is observed
below Tc. This is due to the formation of a spatially heteroge-
neous phase separated system, where the ionic diffusion process
that persists in the freeze-concentrated electrolyte is restricted by
the coexisting ice matrix. Although the composition of the con-
ducting freeze-concentrated electrolyte (Wg

′) does not depend
on the initial composition W, the overall conductivity of the

FIG. 2. (a) Comparison of the conductivity measured in the present study from the fit of the complex dielectric function of ethaline (filled circles) and an ethaline–water
mixture with W = 10 wt. % (filled triangles) with the measurements performed above room temperature by Lapena et al.35 for similar compositions (open symbols). (b) Effect
of water on the conductivity measured in the present study at 283 K (filled circles with the shaded area) and by molecular dynamics simulation at 303 K (open circles) by
Celebi et al.52
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the conductivity of aqueous mixtures of ethaline in the Arrhenius representation for different values of the water mass fraction W. The
solid line denotes fits with a VTF law. (a) Water-in-DES regime, with W = 0%–30%. (b) DES-in-water regime, with W = 40%–90%. The crystallization temperature Tc is
indicated by an arrow for W = 90%. Inset: magnified view of the crystallization region with temperature on a linear scale.

heterogeneous system decreases as a function of the relative fraction
of ice formed.

D. Reorientational dynamics
The dielectric relaxation times are illustrated in the Arrhenius

representation in Fig. 5. As for the transport properties, two differ-
ent behaviors were observed depending on the regime of hydration.
For low hydration levels (W <Wg

′), the dipolar relaxation became
faster with the addition of water [cf. Fig. 5(a)]. It was accelerated by
up to a factor of 100 for the hydration levelW = 30%, with respect to

FIG. 4. Phase diagram of the DES aqueous mixtures as a function of the water
mass fraction. Filled circles denote the crystallization temperature determined from
conductivity, and open circles denote the isochronic glass transition temperature
determined from dielectric relaxation time. Calorimetric determinations of the liq-
uidus (Tm), the onset of melting (Tm

′), the glass transition temperature of the
whole aqueous solution (Tg), or only the unfrozen part coexisting with ice (Tg

′)
are extracted from the study by Jani et al.26

the neat DES. The acceleration of the reorientational dynamics at a
low hydration level resembles the observation made for the conduc-
tivity. As general trends, these observations confirm that the addi-
tion of water to the DES reduces viscosity and enhances molecular
mobility.

For high hydration levels (W > Wg
′), the dipolar dynamics

depended onlymarginally on the amount of water. Indeed, the relax-
ation times measured for six different compositions essentially seen
on a single curve, which extended over seven decades in time [cf.
Fig. 5(b)]. This behavior differs from the ionic conductivity that
decreases withW. This apparently contradictory observation finds a
clear explanation. The dipolar relaxation probes the reorientational
dynamics of the DES solution on a local scale. For W > Wg

′, the
co-existence of ice with the phase forming the maximally freeze-
concentrated solution of the DES does not affect the rotational
dynamics of the DES molecules. This implies that the size of the
DES domains is large enough to limit the influence of interfacial and
confinement effects. On the contrary, these conditions may not be
fulfilled for ionic conduction, which proceeds through translational
diffusion of the ionic species.

E. Glassy dynamics
We now analyze in more detail the functional temperature

dependence of both dynamics. In all cases, a strong deviation
from an Arrhenius behavior was observed. This is demonstrated
by the curvature in the Arrhenius plots of the conductivity and
the relaxation time shown in Figs. 3 and 5. This increase in
the apparent activation energy during cooling is typical for glass-
forming liquids, and it has been already discussed for neat etha-
line.24 For all the water–ethaline mixtures studied, the existence
of a glass transition has been actually demonstrated by DSC.26 A
complementary estimation of the glass transition temperature has
also been evaluated from the present dielectric measurements by
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the relaxation time of aqueous mixtures of ethaline in the Arrhenius representation for different values of the water mass fraction W. The
solid line denotes fits with a VTF law. (a) Water-in-DES regime, with W = 0%–30%. (b) DES-in-water regime, with W = 40%–90%.

extrapolation of the relaxation time to 102 s as illustrated by Tg(τ)
in Fig. 4.

The deviations of the dipolar relaxation and conductivity from
the Arrhenius behavior were described by the empirical Vogel–
Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) law. For the relaxation time, the classical
VFT equation is given by Eq. (3), while the modified version corre-
sponding to Eq. (4) is classically adopted for the ionic transport,24

τ = τ0 exp( DτT0τ

T − T0τ
), (3)

σ = σ0 exp(−Dσ T0σ

T − T0σ
). (4)

In these two equations, τ0 and σ 0 are the pre-exponential fac-
tors andDx and T0x (x = τ and σ) are the strength parameters and the
Vogel–Fulcher temperatures associated with the dipolar relaxation
and conductivity, respectively. A large deviation from an Arrhenius
behavior is characterized by small values of Dx, while an Arrhenius
behavior is recovered for large Dx and T0x ≈ 0. Satisfactory fits of
the experimental relaxation times and conductivities were obtained
for the studied range of temperatures and water mass fractions as
illustrated by solid lines in Figs. 3 and 5. The deviation of the relax-
ation time from an Arrhenius behavior has been considered for
many decades as a salient feature of most of the glass-forming sys-
tems in their liquid and supercooled states. It has been recognized as
an evidence for the cooperative nature of the structural relaxation.53
The non-Arrhenius character has been used to define a parameter,
named the fragility index m, which categorizes a series of glass-
forming liquids according to the nature of their dynamics in terms
of fragile or strong systems.54 For ethaline, we found the value of the
fragility index to be aroundm = 48, which corresponds to the type of
intermediate system according to this classification. For pure etha-
line, Reuter et al. found a slightly larger value of the fragility index
(m = 60), which might be attributed to the larger frequency range

adopted in that study (109 to 10−1 Hz). Interestingly, we observed
that the fragility of ethaline decreased with the addition of water, as
illustrated in Fig. 6, and then reached a plateau value (m = 40) for
a water mass fraction larger than W = 40%. The invariance of m in
the DES-in-water regime, i.e., forW > 40%, agrees well with the for-
mation on cooling of a maximally freeze-concentrated solution with
fixed composition Wg

′ and dipolar dynamics. In the water-in-DES
regime, the possible reduction of fragility of a DES with addition of
water has never been reported so far, though it can be seen as mod-
erate, if one considers that the entire fragility scale extends from m
= 16 for strong liquids tom = 170 for extremely fragile systems.

Another salient observation concerns the deviation of the relax-
ation function from a simple Debye process. In the time domain,
the non-exponential character of the relaxation function of liquids
is often expressed by a stretched exponential function, also denoted
as the Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts function. To conform with this
representation, we applied the numerical ansatz that connects the

FIG. 6. Dependence on the water amount of the fragility index (circle) and the
stretching exponent of the dipolar relaxation (square).
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stretching exponent βKWW with the HN parameters obtained in the
frequency domain, i.e., βKWW = (αβ) 1

1.23 .55 We found that the val-
ues of βKWW increased from 0.6 to 0.7 with the addition of water
and saturated for a mass fraction larger thanW = 40%, as illustrated
in Fig. 6. In glass-forming liquids, the non-exponential character
of the structural relaxation is classically attributed to the presence
of a distribution of relaxation times. There are a growing number
of evidences that this distribution actually reflects the presence of
spatially heterogeneous dynamics.53 Accordingly, it seems counter-
intuitive that the addition of water to the DES resulted in appar-
ently more homogeneous reorientational dynamics. From a struc-
tural point of view, the addition of water as a competing HBD and as
a solvating agent with respect to the initial DES constituents rather
results in to the formation of a broader distribution of local environ-
ments.10,28,36,40,47 Therefore, one would expect a decrease in βKWW
with increasing W. A possible rationalization is suggested by the
concomitant reduction of fragility of the DES with the addition of
water. As shown in Fig. 6, the increase in βKWW seems correlated
with the decrease in the fragility index m. A relationship between
fragility and non-exponentiality has been established for numerous
very different glass-forming systems.54 It appears that ethaline and
water–ethaline mixtures also obey this relationship between βKWW
and m. Their dynamics compare well with those of other H-bonded
liquids, such as polyalcohols, which fall in the category of intermedi-
ate and moderately non-Debye liquids (cf. Fig. 3 in Ref. 54). More-
over, on addition of water, the increase in βKWW with decreasing m
is in qualitative agreement with the linearly decreasing dependence,
which was proposed formolecular glass formers in that study.54 Sup-
porting pioneering ideas about the concept of cooperativity dynam-
ics,53 many studies indicate that the glassy slowdown is accompanied
by the growing length scale of transient domains.56,57 In this context,
one may speculate that the nanosegregation of DES components
with the addition of water, while favoring structural heterogeneity
with the formation of domains having a distinct composition, would
restrict the growth of dynamic cooperativity to values bounded
by the domain typical size.36,40 A microscopic description of the
cooperative character of the molecular dynamics in DESs would
be desirable to test this idea, which shares similarity with the con-
cept cut-off on the cooperativity length introduced for nanoconfined
liquids.58–60

F. Rotation–translation decoupling
In order to address the (de)coupling of the ionic transport

and the reorientation dipolar motions, we have compared in Fig. 7
the strength parameter evaluated from VTF fits of both dynam-
ical processes. The same values are obtained for neat ethaline,
which is in agreement with the recent study concluded that both
dynamics obeyed the same temperature dependence.24 A difference
between both strength parameters is observed on addition of water.
It remains very small up to W = 40, indicating the opposite effect
of water on the fragility when refereeing to the reorientation or
translation.

It should be pointed out that the frequency and temperature
ranges covered by both processes are different in DS experiments,
whichmight influence the determination of the strength parameters.
To overcome the question, we have also represented the conduc-
tivity as a function of the relaxation time for a limited selection of

FIG. 7. Dependence on the water mass fraction of the strength parameter of the
dipolar relaxation (circle) and the ionic conductivity (square) of ethaline aqueous
mixtures.

temperatures where both processes are measurable simultaneously
in the DS spectra, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a). It confirms that for W< 40%, and in this temperature range, both quantities are essen-
tially inversely proportional. This relationship is indicated by a solid
line in Fig. 8(a). For neat ethaline, this inverse proportionality has
been already demonstrated.24 In this study, the authors concluded
that the question remained opened, however, whether the two pro-
cesses were actually coupled to viscosity, implying that the Stokes–
Einstein and Stokes–Einstein–Debye relationships were fulfilled or
that both processes were directly coupled to each other. The latter
case was illustrated by the revolving-door or paddle-wheel mecha-
nism, which was also considered for ionic liquids where paths for
ion diffusion are opened by the rotation of other dipolar ions.61
The addition of water to the choline based DES is known to mod-
ify significantly the hydration shell of chloride anions, which are
preferentially solvated by water.28,34,44,45 The H-bond interactions
within the original DES supramolecular complexes are also affected
by water acting as an additional HBD.39,41–43 For these reasons, it
seems unlikely that a persistent revolving-door mechanism can tol-
erate the effects of adding up to 40% of water to ethaline. It rather
indicates a more classical scenario in which both dynamics are cou-
pled to viscosity, in accordance with the predictions from hydrody-
namics. This is also in accord with the conclusions from a recent
study.27

For a large water mass fraction (W > 40%), a completely dif-
ferent situation is observed, with a large decoupling between both
dynamics. This is illustrated by a sudden increase in the strength
parameter of the ionic conductivity from about Dσ = 15–60 at
W = 40%, which is in close agreement with the Arrhenius behav-
ior of the conductivity shown in Fig. 3(b). Likewise, a breakdown
of the inverse proportionality is observed, indicating a fractional
translational–rotational coupling with σ ∝ τ−0.9, as illustrated in
Fig. 8(b). This phenomenon provides a clear illustration of the pos-
sible effects of strong spatial heterogeneities, with the latter being
due to the coexistence of domains formed by maximally freeze-
concentratedDES aqueous solutions and by solid water. The compo-
sitionW = 40% is at the frontier between the two different regimes.
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FIG. 8. Dependence of the ionic conductivities on their reorientational relaxation times of aqueous mixtures of ethaline as a function of the water mass fraction. (a) Water-in-
DES regime, with W = 0%–40%. (b) DES-in-water regime, with W = 50%–90%. The solid line with a slope of −1 in (a) and (b) indicates the inverse proportionality, σ ∝ τ−1,
while the dashed line in (b) has a slope of −0.9, indicating σ ∝ τ−0.9.

According to the phase diagram, a fraction of water already crystal-
lizes at W = 40%; however, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a), the ionic con-
ductivity of the solution still scales with the relaxation time, which is
probably due to the low volume fraction of ice.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The existence of dynamic heterogeneity in DESs has been indi-

cated by clear deviations of the rotational–translational dynamics of
dye molecules from the Stokes–Einstein–Debye hydrodynamic pre-
dictions. Dielectric spectroscopy is a unique method to determine
simultaneously the reorientational dynamics of dipolar molecules
and the transport properties of ionic species on an extended range
of frequencies. So far, this method has been barely used for DESs,
although a recent study has pointed to the existence of a coupling
between both processes for ethaline.

In the present study, we have used the fraction of water in
ethaline DES aqueous mixtures as a varying control parameter of
the solvation and H-bond interactions. The reorientational dynam-
ics and the ionic conductivity of ten ethaline solutions were studied
in the temperature range of 128–283 K and the MHz–Hz frequency
range. Two different regimes were observed depending on the water
mass fractionW, which agrees with the published phase diagram of
ethaline aqueous solutions.

In the water-in-DES regime (<40 wt. %), the DES aqueous
mixtures did not form classically phase separated systems. The
relaxation time and the conductivity presented characteristic fea-
tures of glass-forming systems, including a deviation from the
Arrhenius temperature dependence and a non-exponential decay
of the relaxation function. The addition of water resulted in an
acceleration of both dynamics, by up to a factor of 100, indicat-
ing a plasticizing effect of water on the DES. Moreover, accord-
ing to the dipolar relaxation, the addition of water concomitantly
reduced the fragility index m and increased the stretching expo-
nent βKWW . According to the values of both parameters, ethaline

and ethaline–water mixtures fall in the category of intermediate
glass-forming liquids. The values of βKWW andm fulfill the relation-
ship made for intermediate molecular glass-forming liquids such as
polyalcohols.

Interestingly, it can be concluded that in this range of com-
positions, temperatures, and timescales, the dipolar relaxation and
ionic conductivity remained inversely proportional to each other.
The persistence of a direct coupling mechanism, where paths for
ion diffusion are opened by the rotation of other dipolar ions, is
improbable. Although such a paddle-wheel mechanism was indi-
cated for ionic liquids, and also invoked as a possible process for
neat ethaline, it seems unlikely that it remains unaffected despite
the important modifications in ion solvation and H-bond interac-
tion induced by the water addition to the DES components. The
applicability of the Stokes–Einstein–Debye relation rather indicates
that both dynamics are equally coupled to viscosity, which is also
supported by very recent findings.27 This conclusion also implies
that the dynamic heterogeneity plays a secondary role in the present
experimental situation.

In the DES-in-water regime (>40 wt. %), a clear rotation–
translation decoupling is observed, including a transition toward
a nearly Arrhenius dependence of the ionic transport and a frac-
tional relation between conductivity and dipolar relaxation with
σ ∝ τ−0.9. This behavior is attributed to the spatially heterogeneous
nature of the phase-separated sample, where domains formed by
maximally freeze-concentrated DES aqueous solutions coexist with
frozen water.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the real and loss parts of
the complex dielectric function of all the samples studied in the
present work and evaluation of the contribution due to electrode
polarization.
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We have established a detailed phase diagram of a prototypical DES as a function of the hydration level. Two dis-
tinct thermal phase behaviors are observed depending on thewater content with respect to a cross-over compo-
sitionWg’=30%. ForW bWg’, the formation of ice is not observed under the experimental conditions used in this
study, and the solution falls in the category of glassforming systems. Fully vitreous states could also be obtained
between 30% and 50%, but they are metastable with respect to water crystallization. ForW N Wg’, ice crystalliza-
tion occurs but the residual DES solution remains amorphous (liquid or glassy). In the latter case, whatever the
initial water fraction, this transformation finally ends at the fixed composition Wg’ corresponding to 6 to 10
water molecules per choline ion for the two studied DESs. We infer that the residual liquid water molecules
forming this maximally freeze-concentrated solution are strongly interacting with DES molecular units. This sit-
uation is also known as the “water-in-DES” case. Conversely, ice crystallization concerns free water molecules,
provided thatW NWg’, also known as the “DES-in-water” case. This entire phase behavior is explained in the con-
text of maximally freeze-concentrated solutions and attributed to the concomitant effects of ice freezing depres-
sion, glassforming ability of weakly hydrated DES (W b Wg’) and water structure distortion. This study also
highlights the potential of DESs for their uses in freeze-drying processes and biopreservative applications.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

For the last decade, deep eutectic solvents (DESs) have been the
matter of tremendous interest. They are presented as promising alter-
native to classical solvents, combining many benefits of ionic liquids,
while being more affordable and usually less toxic. There include high
solvating and extracting properties and low volatility. Prototypical
DESs can also exhibit specific nanostructures, which are maintained
during freezing or the addition of water, making them resilient to disso-
ciation into clusters of the H-bondedmolecules [1,2]. As such, the intro-
duction of DESs in more sustainable industrial processes has been
considered in many different fields such as extraction, (bio)synthesis,
catalysis, electrochemistry, carbon dioxide capture [3–5].

The notion of DESs has been introduced in the pioneering work of
Abbott et al. [6,7]. Originally, they were obtained by mixing a hydrogen
bond acceptor or an organic salt (generally a quaternary ammonium)
with a hydrogen bond donor (e.g. acid, alcohol). The mixing of the
two or more solids forming the DES, exhibits a large melting point de-
pression associated to the existence of an eutectic point [8,9]. For prac-
tical application, it is expected that the eutectic point lies below room
temperature, insuring that the binary mixture is liquid in normal condi-
tion. Non-ideal mixing effects, which could arise from the specific H-
bonded association of the DES compounds is generally accepted to

explain the exceptional lowering of the melting point of certain DESs
well below room temperature, as well as their remarkable solvent
properties.

Recently the notion of DES has been considered in a more loose way
in the literature, including liquidmixtures formed byH-bonded systems
that do not necessarily present non-ideality. Evenmore, the experimen-
tal determination of the eutectic point remains unsolved for many of
them. As underlined in ref. [9], it demonstrates the need for a stricter
definition and consequently a deeper thermodynamic characterization
of DESs.

An even more complex situation can be encountered when DES is
used as ingredient in the preparation of multicomponent systems. A
first step in this direction concerns the addition of water to DES,
which is proposed to circumvent some limitations, such as viscosity,
while keeping its functional properties [10]. The integrity of DES could
be destroyed in biphasic aqueous systems, while its local arrangement
could be preserved in single-phase aqueous DES mixtures up to a mod-
erate degree of hydration [1,11]. The physical properties of water-ionic
liquids and water-DES mixtures, including excess properties, viscosity,
acoustic, structural and optical properties have been studied around
ambient temperature and above [1,12–19].

In the present work, we investigated the phase behavior of aqueous
mixtures of a prototypical DES (Ethylene Glycol/Choline Chloride) sys-
tem from mild hydration levels to complete dilution and temperatures
ranging from−150 to 50 °C. We have established a detailed phase dia-
gram resolving the transitions between equilibrium phases as well as
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metastable glassy states. Interestingly, the phase behavior highlights a
cross-over in the thermodynamic behavior at a hydration level
Wg’~30% where the structure of DES is usually disrupted. The nature of
this specific composition, which is recovered on cooling in the fluid
phase whatever the initial DES composition, is discussed in the frame
of maximally freeze-concentrated solutions. While this concept has
been commonly used in relation to freeze-drying processes, its applica-
tion to DES aqueous solutions is original.

2. Methods

2.1. Samples

Choline chloride (N99%) and ethylene glycol (anhydrous, 99.8%)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Two DES were prepared by
weighting and adding ethylene glycol and choline chloride in a molar
ratio of 2:1 and 3:1, which is in the region ofmaximum freezing depres-
sion [20,21].The DESweremixed bymechanical agitation at about 60 °C
for 30 min until a clear homogeneous liquid phase was obtained and
served as stock solutions. Two series of 10 working solutions were pre-
pared by pipetting and addition of deionized water.

2.2. DSC experiments

The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were
performed with a Q-20 TA Instrument equipped with a liquid nitrogen
cooling system. The melting transition of an indium sample was used
for calibration of temperature and heat flux. The samples were loaded
in sealed aluminum hermetic pans and their masses, typically 6 mg
were measured with a microbalance. In general, the temperature was
ramped linearly on cooling and heating in the temperature range from
−150 °C to 50 °C (scanning rate of 10 °C.min−1). Quenched samples
were obtained by cooling the sample from 50 °C down to −150 °C at
the fastest speed achieved with this DSC furnace, which was varying
from−60 °C.min−1 around room temperature to−20 °C.min−1 on ap-
proaching the lowest temperature limit −150 °C.

3. Results and discussion

For the smallest values of the water mass fractions W = 0–30%, no
obvious crystallization was observed when cycling the solution in the
temperature range from −150 °C to 50 °C at 10 °C.min−1 except for a
small exothermic peak at−25 °C on heating the pure DES. For all sam-
ples, the occurrence of a glass transition was indicated by a jump of the
heat capacity, as shown in Fig. 1. The value of Tg decreases gradually
from−116 to−125 °Cwhen thewater fraction increases. This indicates

an acceleration of the structural relaxation associated to the glassy dy-
namics. Obviously, the addition of water reduces the viscosity of the
DES solution, as observed for other aqueous solutions [22]. This plasti-
cizing effect may arise from the enhancement of themobility of the sol-
ute molecules, when they are surrendered by the more dynamic and
smaller sized water molecules. Additional effects could also be invoked,
such as the reduction of the electrostatic interactions between ionic spe-
cies aswell as a disruption of theH-bond interactionswithin theDES su-
pramolecular structures.

For intermediate values of the water mass fractions W = 40% and
50%, different behaviors were observed depending on the cooling rate.
The phenomenon is illustrated for W = 50% in Fig. 2 and is discussed
hereafter. For a moderate rate of 10 °C.min−1, the solution crystallized
during cooling, as indicated by the exothermic signal around Tc =
−56 °C. However, crystallization could be avoided if a faster cooling
rate of about 60 °C.min−1 was applied. In the latter case, the entire solu-
tion was obviously quenched in a vitreous state. Both vitreous and crys-
tallized solutions were subsequently heated up from −150 °C to 30 °C
following the sameheating rampof 10 °C.min−1. The quenched solution
presented a glass transition at Tg, followed by a crystallization as indi-
cated by an exothermic peak at about −120 °C in Fig. 2. On further
heating, the thermogram presented a very broad endothermic peak,
which extended from Tm’=−96 °C to Tm=−31 °C. Differently, the so-
lution, which was allowed to crystallize during a slower cooling ramp
only presented a glass transition and a broad melting peak, without
any additional crystallization on heating. Moreover, the glass transition
temperature Tg’ was significantly higher than Tg, which implies that
after crystallization occurred, the remaining unfrozen solution had a dif-
ferent composition from the whole initial solution. In both cases how-
ever, the broad melting peak was comparable in shape and intensity,
which suggests that the crystallization occurring on slow cooling or
the cold crystallization on heating after a thermal quench eventually
led to a comparable fraction of ice and composition of the remaining liq-
uid solution.

A similar behavior was also observed for W = 40% (not shown),
which also allowed studying the glass transition of a fully vitrified solu-
tion Tg and a mixture of glassy solution coexisting with ice Tg’ as well.
Apart from the slightly different values of the temperatures of transi-
tions, some differences in the thermal behavior were also observed
with respect to W = 50%. Indeed, on slow cooling at 10 °C.min−1 crys-
tallization did not occur, but rather during the subsequent heating
above Tg (at Tc =−77 °C). Once crystallization was observed, the sam-
ple was cycled back to −150 °C in order to later study Tg’ during a sec-
ond heating branch at 10 °C.min−1.

Fig. 1. Thermogramsmeasured during heating from−150 °C to 50 °C at 10 °C.min−1 after
a preceding cooling ramp at the same rate, for the smallest values of the water mass
fraction in aqueous solutions of Ethaline (2:1) DES mixtures, W = 0, 10, 20, 30%. The
signature of the glass transition of the whole solution is indicated by a jump of the heat
capacity at Tg.

Fig. 2. Thermograms measured for aqueous solution of Ethaline (2:1) DES mixture W =
50%. Heat flux measured on cooling from 30 °C to −150 °C at 10 °C.min−1 (medium
dash). Heat flux measured on heating from 30 °C to −150 °C at 10 °C.min−1 after a
thermal quench (solid line) and after a slow cooling at the same rate (short dash). The
glass transition of the whole quenched solution is indicated by a jump at Tg, while the
glass transition of the freeze-concentrated solution stands at Tg’.
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Finally, a third behavior was observed for the largest values of the
water mass fraction W = 60, 70, 80, 87%, as shown in Fig. 3. In this
case, crystallization could not be avoided even when applying thermal
quench. The thermograms measured during heating present a glass
transition at about the same temperature Tg’=−123 °C and a broad en-
dothermic peak, which intensity increased with the amount of water.
The ice melting process associated to this broad peak was always initi-
ated at about the same temperature Tm’ = −95 ± 2 °C for all the
water compositions where crystallization occurred (i.e. W = 40–87%),
while the final melting occurred at temperatures increasing from
Tm = −49 °C to −3 °C whenW increased.

In order to better characterize the nature of the unfrozen phase that
co-existwith ice, we applied twomethods. First, we calculated themelt-
ing enthalpy ΔH(W) by integration of the melting peak on a tempera-
ture range encompassing the region from Tm’ to Tm, as a function of
the composition W. A linear variation was observed, as presented in
Fig. 4(a) where the melting enthalpy was normalized with respect to

its value forW=100%, i.e.ΔHrðWÞ ¼ ΔHðWÞ
ΔHð100Þ. Assuming that themelt-

ing enthalpy of ice is not affected by the coexistence with the
unfreezable DES solution and neglecting the melting point depression
effects, ΔHr(W) can be considered as a measure of the mass fraction of
frozen water. By extrapolation of ΔHr(W) to vanishing values, we
could concluded that the formation of ice was incomplete and that the
unfreezable water content in the DES solution was Wg’ = 30%.

The second approach is presented in Fig. 4(b), where the glass tran-
sition temperature of thewhole aqueous solution (Tg) or only the unfro-
zen part coexisting with ice (Tg’) is plotted as a function of the water
contentW. We observed that the glass transition temperature of the so-
lution readily decreased from Tg =−116.6 °C to−129.7 °C for increas-
ing values of water (W = 0–50%). This systematic acceleration of the
relaxation dynamics of the DES with the addition of water was already
discussed in the previous part. At variance, once ice had crystallized,
the glass transition temperature of the unfrozen solution (Tg’) presented
amuchweaker dependence, slightly increasing from Tg’=−124.4 °C to
−122.5 °C for increasing values of water (W = 40–90%). This indicates
that after the crystallization of ice, it remains an unfrozen glassforming
aqueous solution of DES with an almost fixed composition. The latter
could be estimated by using the measured characteristic dependence
of Tg with W as a calibration curve, and determining the unfrozen
water content as the compositionwhere Tg is equal to Tg’. In order to ac-
count for the minor variation of Tg’, we applied a linear extrapolated, as
presented in Fig. 4(b). This second independent method gave a same

determination of the water composition of the unfrozen solution
Wg’ = 30%.

The resulting phase behaviors were determined as presented in
Fig. 5(a) and (b). It should be stressed that the studied systems are actu-
ally a ternary mixture (Ethylene Glycol/Choline Chloride/Water), con-
sidering that the DES compound, which is classically named Ethaline
in the literature, is already a binary liquid. With this important caution
in mind, a pseudo-binary phase diagram could be determined along
the line of constant Ethylene Glycol/Choline Chloride relative mole
ratio. This representation is of most interest for practical use, when
the water content is the main varying parameter in order to optimize
the solvent properties or during industrial processing. It can be also ar-
gued that the absence of any phase separation or liquid-liquid transi-
tion, apart from ice crystallization, makes this representation
particularly sensible and scientifically sound.

The phase diagrams corresponding to the two studied Ethaline com-
positions, comprising Ethylene Glycol/Choline Chloride in a 2:1 and
3:1 mol ratio, are presented in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. It should
be stressed however that they do not differ significantly. Hence, the
same discussion and conclusions hold for both systems. To understand
the stoichiometric proportions that may be driving the molecular level
interactions, the phase diagrams as a function of thewatermole fraction
x are also represented in Fig. 6(a) and (b). The variation of the melting
transition with the composition W (40–90%), could be compared to
the behavior usually observed for binary systems that exhibit an eutec-
tic point, where the later determines the fixed temperature TE at which
melting starts. Obviously, this scenario does not apply in the present sit-
uation, since no crystallization was observed in the DES-rich region
(W = 0–30%). Moreover, the observation of a glass transition at Tg’ for
W = 40–90% indicates that, apart from ice, the remaining solution did
not crystallize.

Interestingly, the observed phenomenon is in perfect qualitative
agreement with the thermal behavior of solute/water binary solutions
comprising amorphous cryoprotectants (including polyols, carbohy-
drates, polymers and proteins). [22–26]. However, it has been hardly
addressed for DES in the literature [27]. According to the numerous
studies on their phase diagrams, the crystallization of water to ice in-
duces a residual liquid phase, which composition is enriched in solutes.
As such, it is denoted themaximally freeze-concentrated solution. Inter-
estingly, its water composition is barely dependent on the initial com-
position of the solution and for the present system it corresponds to a
water mass fraction Wg’ = 30%. It is therefore straightforward that for
W NWg’, provided that ice crystallization occurred, this composition de-
termined the value of its glass transition Tg’ and fixed the chemical po-
tential of the solution, and so the temperature Tm’ corresponding to
the onset of ice melting [28].

Thewatermolar fraction of themaximally freeze-concentrated solu-
tion can be calculated from the mass fraction Wg’ = 30%. The ternary
composition of the maximally freeze concentrated solution are Water/
Ethylene Glycol/Choline Chloride (6:2:1) and (10:3:1) for the two stud-
ied ethaline aqueous solutions, and later referred as ethaline(2:1)-6w
and ethaline(3:1)-10w.

This study raises questions about the mechanisms that control
the composition of the maximally freeze concentrated DES solution.
From a thermodynamic or structural point of view, it may be consid-
ered that the unfrozen water molecules retained in the DES system
during ice formation are involved in the formation of stable struc-
tures. Recent Brillouin studies have indicated the existence of a
crossover in the sound propagation velocity in different DES for an
aqueous dilution around W = 30% [17,18]. Along with NMR data,
this result has been interpreted as the transitioning of the liquid
structure from a H2O-based to a DES-based H-bonded network.
FTIR and NMR studies of choline chloride/glycol water solutions
have also indicated that the interactions between DES components
were initially maintained during water addition, and weaken gradu-
ally up to W = 50% [29]. For water-reline (reline being the DES

Fig. 3. Thermogramsmeasured during heating from−150 °C to 30 °C at 10 °C.min−1 after
a preceding cooling ramp at the same rate, for the largest values of thewatermass fraction
in aqueous solutions of Ethaline (2:1) DES mixtures, W = 60, 70, 80, 87%. The glass
transition of the freeze-concentrated solution is indicated by a jump at Tg’ (cf. magnified
view in inset), while the melting of the frozen ice appears as a broad endothermic peak
that extends from Tm’ to Tm.
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mixture formed with choline chloride and urea) both neutron scat-
tering experiments and simulated X-ray scattering structure func-
tions demonstrated that the DES structure was qualitatively
retained up to the hydration value of W = 41% (i.e. reline-10w)
[1,15]. Up to this composition, it appeared that water molecules are
systematically involved in the solvation of choline ions, and higher
level of water are needed to induce the transition from water-in-
DES to aqueous solution of DES components. The formation of strong
water-DES interaction was further supported by a FTIR and Raman
vibrational spectroscopy study of water-glyceline (glyceline being
the DES mixture formed with choline chloride and glycerol), which
indicated that a maximum association is reached for 0.9 mol fraction
of water/DES (i.e. glyceline-9w) [19].

In the frame of the present study, it is of special interest to notice that
the ongoing crystallization of ice that occurs during cooling of a DES
aqueous solution gradually increases the solute concentration of the
co-existing liquid phase. Starting from an initially dilute range (eg.
W N 50%), the aqueous DES solution evolves from the “DES-in-water”
to “water-in-DES” situation, according to the designation introduced
by ref. [18]. This transformation is eventually arrested when Wg’ =
30% (i.e. 6w to 10w), which is precisely in the rangewhere the structural
transitions have been observed in water-DES mixtures. It is therefore
likely that the water molecules remaining in the maximally freeze-
concentrated DES solution are actually sequestrated in a structure,
which is dominated by the DES interactions and stops further water
crystallization.

However, it does not imply that the phenomenon is fully driven by
thermodynamics. If so, it would mean that the chemical potential of
the entrapped water molecules at Wg’, which participate in the hydra-
tion of DES compounds and most likely to the solvation of choline cat-
ions, is equal to that of ice even at the lowest studied temperature [1].
Studies of maximally freeze-concentrated solution of alcohols, carbohy-
drates and biological materials of interest for cryobiological, pharma-
ceutical or food applications have emphasized the importance of
dynamical effects and metastability [23–26,28]. In fact, the formation
of ice increases the solute concentration of the unfrozen phase. Accord-
ing to the liquidus line, it implies that the temperature of the system
should be further decreased in order to enlarge the fraction of ice
formed. However the lowering of the temperature and the increase in
the solute concentration concomitantly raises the viscosity of the unfro-
zen part. Therefore, ice formation becomes extremely slow on ap-
proaching Tm’ as the viscosity reaches the typical value of 107 Pa.s, and
it is completely stopped in the glassy state at temperature below Tg’.
For water-ethaline aqueous solution, we determined that the region of
maximally freeze-concentrated solution extends on a temperature
range of 27 °C between Tm’ and Tg’. This is larger than reported for
most commonly studied polyols and carbohydrates for freeze-drying
application, which are rather in the range 5 to 15 °C [23]. Although
standing beyond the scope of the present article, a possible interpreta-
tion of the broader range between Tm’ and Tg’ is related to the specific
nature of DES, which is amulticomponent system comprising strong in-
teractions (ionic, H-bonds) and favored structures, such as solvated

Fig. 4.Watermass fraction in aqueous solutions of Ethaline (2:1)DESmixtures as a function of (a) thenormalizedmelting enthalpy of the freezablewater and (b) the glass transition of the
unfrozen solution Tg in the absence of ice (squares) and Tg’when coexisting with ice (circle). ForW= 40 and 50%, Tg corresponds to the fully vitrified solution, which is metastable with
respect to the case when ice coexists with a more concentrated glassy solution (Tg’).

Fig. 5. Phase diagramof aqueous solutions of EthalineDESmixtures as a function of thewatermass fractionW for twomolar compositions of Ethaline (a) Ethylene Glycol/Choline Chloride
in a 2:1 mol ratio and (b) Ethylene Glycol/Choline Chloride in a 3:1 mol ratio.
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units discussed before that further reduces the crystallization dynamics.
Whenever the water mobility is fast enough, it is also likely that the re-
maining water involved in the solvated units is sufficiently much
distorted from bulk water, due to interactions with the DES molecules
that it will be unable to crystallize.

Because of this tendency to form strong H-bonds, it would be of
great interest to further study how they distort the water network and
participate to the solvation shell of active pharmaceutical agents and
biomolecules, which commonly are considered as interesting features
of bioprotectant agents [30,31]. Furthermore, one might speculate that
controlling the stability of the maximally freeze concentrated solution
on an extended temperature could reduce the risks of devitrification
and cold crystallization in a temperature range near and above Tg’, the
occurrence of which is usually deleterious to the stability of solvated
proteins and is considered as a critical parameter for the design of opti-
mal freeze-drying processes for cryopreservation [32,33]. Finally, it is
worth mentioning the proximity of Tg’ = −124 °C is significantly
lower than for usual freeze-concentrated and freeze-dried materials,
which can be associated to the low value of Tg of the pure DES itself
[23,34]. As a result, it also lies close to the temperature (Tgwater =
−137 °C), which has been considered as the glass transition tempera-
ture of pure water, although the exact location of the liquid-to-glass
transition of bulkwater has be questioned recently and it is still themat-
ter of exciting discussion [35].

4. Conclusions

The phase behavior of aqueous solutions of the deep eutectic solvent
ethaline was studied by calorimetry from−150 to 50 °C. The fraction of
water was varied extensivelyW= 0–90% from composition where the
DES structure dominates to the diluted regime of aqueous dispersion of
the DES components. The former case is characterized by the absence of
crystallization and the formation of a glassy DES solution on cooling. In
this case, water acts as a plasticizer but the phase behavior of the pure
DES is retained. The latter case is characterized by the crystallization
of ice, which phase separates from a maximally freeze-concentrated
DES solution. In this situation, whatever the initial composition is, the
composition of the unfrozen liquid is constantWg’=30%, which corre-
sponds to the ternary compositions Water/Ethylene Glycol/Choline
Chloride (6:2:1) and (10:3:1) for the two studied systems, also referred
as ethaline(2:1)-6w and ethaline(3:1)-10w. Interestingly, this phenom-
enon drives the transition of the DES aqueous mixture from the “DES-
in-water” to “water-in-DES” regime.We infer that the value of themax-
imally freeze-concentration,which lies in the regionwhere a cross-over
in the structure of DESwas reported formany systems, is determined by
the extreme slowdown of ice formation as the viscosity of the unfrozen

solution increases on approaching the glass transition of the maximally
freeze-concentrated DES solution Tg’=−124 °C as well as strong inter-
actions between the remaining water molecules and the solvated DES
units.

The formation of maximally freeze-concentrated solution has been
extensively studied for polyols, proteins and carbohydrates, which are
relevant to cryobiology and freeze-drying processes but similar studies
on DES are scarce in the literature. Beyond the fundamental interest of a
better understanding of the low-temperature behavior of hydrated DES,
we hope that this study could also be helpful for developing innovative
processes based on the freeze-drying of DES solutions for materials de-
sign, cryoprotectant and pharmaceutic applications.
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